Campus groups hold small anti-Bush rally

By PETER LOFTUS
News Writer

Almost three weeks before President Bush is scheduled to speak to Notre Dame's commencement, a strong anti-Bush message was aired Thursday in a small rally at the Fieldhouse Mall sponsored by the Notre Dame Democratic Socialists of America (DSA).

Nine speakers representing various campus groups addressed the crowd of about 70 people gathered around the War Memorial at lunchtime yesterday. Messages in the rally sat along the ledge of the Memorial, holding signs that read, "Jesus was a Socialist" and "Healthcare for People, Not Profit.

Rally speakers had harsh words for Bush as well as the ND administration on issues such as homosexuality and treatment of minorities.

The rally was staged amid rumors that the Democratic presidential candidate Edmund Muskie, former governor of Massachusetts, would show up and address the crowd. Pro-Bush pamphlets were handed out to onlookers.

DSA member Jim Grogan, a senior from Stanford Hall, said that Brown will speak at ND sometime during the later part of next week, either Wednesday or Thursday.

In front of a banner reading "Overthrow the Status Quo," according to Balliet, the speakers criticized Bush on various issues as well as the University's decision to invite him to graduation.

ND senior Martha Poorman announced she was circulating a petition protesting the choice.
An Tostal is not the only spring festival

I must say that I have been impressed so far with this year's An Tostal. While it is not Florida's Gator Growl or Indiana University's Little 500, the festival is still a way for students to relieve some of the tensions that they build up all semester.

Fortunately, this year there are no camels relieving themselves on North Quad this year. Good job, guys.

Now, some of the people who are visiting for the Blue and Gold Game may be looking at An Tostal and saying, "This is quite an impressive way for students to celebrate the arrival of spring." What these visitors don't know (or, in the case of alumni, might have forgotten) is that there's another spring festival that occurs on campus at around the same time as An Tostal.

While this festival has no name, it has some very distinct events that, ironically enough, parallel An Tostal's offerings.

For example, this afternoon, An Tostal has the Mattress Drag, in which four people attempt to carry another person around on an old mattress. The other festival has the Furniture Move, in which administrators get students to get most of their belongings (furniture, carpets, etc.) out of their rooms before finals. Perfect timing, huh?

Yesterday, An Tostal had Jello wrestling between different students. The other festival this week features Concussion Wrestling, in which people in charge try to ignore the bottom line and do what will benefit the students.

Unfortunately, certain members of the Athletic Department decided to skip this event (didn't have the time, I guess.) An Tostal features the Treasure Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for Knute Rockne's secret treasure. The other festival features the Engagement Ring Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for that special someone to spend their life with. (Didn't have the time, I guess.)

An Tostal also has a Furniture Move, in which administrators get students to get most of their belongings out of their rooms and... who knows what they'll do with them. The other festival has another furniture move, in which administrators get students out of their rooms and... who knows what they'll do with them.

The other festival also has a student attempt to carry another person around on an AT&T lawn chair. An Tostal features the Climb, in which people in charge try to ignore the bottom line and do what will benefit the students.

The other festival has the Climb, in which people in charge try to ignore the bottom line and do what will benefit the students.

An Tostal also has the Engagement Ring Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for that special someone to spend their life with. The other festival has another Engagement Ring Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for that special someone to spend their life with.

Unfortunately, certain members of the Athletic Department decided to skip this event (didn't have the time, I guess.) An Tostal features the Treasure Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for Knute Rockne's secret treasure. The other festival features the Engagement Ring Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for that special someone to spend their life with. (Didn't have the time, I guess.)

An Tostal also has a Furniture Move, in which administrators get students to get most of their belongings out of their rooms and... who knows what they'll do with them. The other festival has another furniture move, in which administrators get students out of their rooms and... who knows what they'll do with them.

The other festival also has a student attempt to carry another person around on an AT&T lawn chair. An Tostal features the Climb, in which people in charge try to ignore the bottom line and do what will benefit the students.

Unfortunately, certain members of the Athletic Department decided to skip this event (didn't have the time, I guess.) An Tostal features the Treasure Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for Knute Rockne's secret treasure. The other festival features the Engagement Ring Hunt, which has students searching all over the campus for that special someone to spend their life with. (Didn't have the time, I guess.)

An Tostal also has a Furniture Move, in which administrators get students to get most of their belongings out of their rooms and... who knows what they'll do with them. The other festival has another furniture move, in which administrators get students out of their rooms and... who knows what they'll do with them.
Four students arrested in ill. abortion protest

By DAVID KINNEY
News Editor

Four Notre Dame students were among 73 arrested April 17 as part of an abortion protest at a clinic in Champaign, Ill., according to Elsa Scheidler.

"The rescue operation," sponsored by a group called Colleagues Activated to Liberate Life (CALL), began at 8 a.m. and continued until 3 p.m., shutting down the clinic for the day, according to Scheidler.

Approximately 120 college students participated, representing 15 colleges, including University of Michigan, Indiana University at Bloomington and University of Wisconsin at Madison.

Scheidler, junior Bill Keen, sophomore Claire Johnson and graduate student Elizabeth Boyce were arrested around 11:15 a.m. on the misdemeanor charge of criminal trespassing, mob actions and resisting arrest.

As a show of group solidarity, all participants refused to reveal their identities. The police agreed that all students would receive the same charges. They remained in jail until 9 p.m.

Each of the students must return for arraignment throughout the next two weeks, according to Keen.

The group's attorney will then attempt to plea bargain for minimal fines and community service.

Although Scheidler said the rescue operation was peaceful, she related it to taking a fort. Six students entered the waiting area of the clinic, using Kryptonite locks to chain their bodies inside. These students were then arrested, since the fire department had to be called to remove them.

More students, including those from Notre Dame, blocked the two other doors to the clinic. Others picked locks legally and prayed nearby, while sidewalk counselors talked to potential patients, offered alternatives to abortion, and explained how the women could finance their pregnancy and support their children without abortion.

Scheidler said the protest was a success. "No babies were killed that day.

Keen explained that he participated in the rescue for both humanitarian and religious reasons. "Abortion kills a child," he said. "If I knew I was going to be put to death, I would hope somebody would be there to help me.

"I do not have any money to give, but you can use my land to build the school on." After that people gave their rails, their wood, and anything else they thought would help," Kougniazonde said.

"In a short time, we had a three classroom school built. And we did it ourselves," he added.

This vision of one child became a reality. Kougniazonde said, and it has now expanded to a nine classroom school. But the school is still at an impasse, he said.

"We had no problem building it, the clinic cannot keep it going only. They have no paper to write on, no pens to write with," he explained.

Although Kougniazonde is attending Notre Dame in order to receive his Ph.D. in International Studies, he still feels strong ties to his home town. "I still need to do all I can over there," he said.

Kougniazonde, along with Pi Sigma Alpha, is encouraging students to save all their left over, unused school supplies, particularly pens, pencils, and paper. Boxes and posters will be placed throughout Notre Dame dorm by May 1.

Sightseeing plane wreckaged found near the peak of dormant volcano

HONOLULU (AP) - Searchers found the wreckage of a sightseeing plane Thursday that crashed with nine people aboard in a lava field near the summit of a dormant volcano.

A tour company official said the plane went down far off course.

A helicopter chartered by the Maui Fire Department spotted the wreckage about one mile east of the summit of Haleakula, a 10,000-foot dormant volcano said Clayton Carvalho, a battalion chief.

The flight 18-2 twin-engine plane operated by Scenic Air Tours Hawaii was carrying eight passengers when radar lost track of it Wednesday afternoon.

Thick clouds blanketed much of the island at the time, said Roy Matsuda of the National Weather Service.

When they crashed, the plane was flying the last leg of a day-long, four-island excursion, a 250-mile trip from Hilo on Hawaii Island to Honolulu on Oahu, said Matsuda. He tracked the tour company's direct of operations.

The plane wasn't flying along the company's planned course, he said.

"Our pilots have a canned route to follow and the location where the wreckage is found is not along that route," Jackson told the Honolulu Star-Bulletin.

None of the victims were identified. Jackson failed to return repeated calls from The Associated Press.

National Transportation Safety Board investigators were to arrive Thursday, crash, said Bill Miller, operations unit supervisor for the Federal Aviation Administration office in Honolulu. FAA officials said NTSB investigators were at the scene.

Scenic Tours has been in business here since 1980. Three years ago, one of its planes crashed on Hawaii Island, killing a pilot and 10 passengers.
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By JEANNE DE VITA

Battling young Catholic's "normless" experience of human sexuality, Cahill discussed the notion of human sexuality as redundant, often in manipulative and violent ways. When women were considered inferior and early cultures placed little emphasis on the value of the individual, sex was not considered "the intimate psychological and emotional commitment of the partners" until the middle of the twentieth century, according to Cahill.

Vatican Council II and the documents Gaudium et Spes and Humanae Vitae helped to raise the presence of an element of love in the sexual act to the importance of the element of procreation, according to Cahill, which had for centuries been considered the only function of the sexual act. Cahill defined the three dimensions, unifying purpose of sex as the fulfillment of a human physical desire, the expression of an intimacy and love on a deep personal level, and the opportunity for procreation. Cahill also discussed the limited roles of these three dimensions. She said each dimension must be taken in conjunction with the other two and must be within a relationship between reliable emotional and physical desire, she said. According to Cahill, the potential of sex to be personal and satisfying and union of sex are values not only for women to affirm in their own sexuality, according to Cahill. But are values which can hold all people find meaning in mutual fulfillment, intimate friendship, and in an attitude and love manifested in procreation, Cahill said.

Catholic teachings and Christian teachings must be taken in conjunction with the other two and must be within a relationship between reliable emotional and physical desire, she said. According to Cahill, the potential of sex to be personal and satisfying and union of sex are values not only for women to affirm in their own sexuality, according to Cahill. But are values which can hold all people find meaning in mutual fulfillment, intimate friendship, and in an attitude and love manifested in procreation, Cahill said.

"Sex has some morally important connection to parenthood," Cahill said.

Explaining that the human circumstance does not always allow the three values of sex to be realized at the same time, she also addressed various methods of contraception, including natural family planning and artificial contraception, and the value of these two as partners. Cahill said that these methods are methods that mean strangers in procreation, which do not support the moral unicity of the sexual act.

The submission of wives to husbands suggested in the letter of St. Paul should simply be considered in its historical context, Cahill said. While Jesus supported an egalitarian discipleship, often the early Christian writers were forced to appeal to their contemporaries in terms culturally acceptable, she said. Therefore, in the attempts of the early Church to be accepted, often disciples had to "sell-out" the inclusive language of Jesus, Cahill added.

Since the Berlin Wall has crumbled and the Cold War has ended, a "new world order" has emerged in which all European nations, including Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia, will soon work together for collective security, according to Robert Mroziewicz, Polish ambassador to the United Nations. In his lecture, "Triangle Foreign Policies: Polish, Hungarian and Czechoslovakian Security in a Post-Soviet World," Mroziewicz spoke of the role of the triangle states in a "new era of profound and irreversible democratic transformation in Central and Eastern Europe."

"The triangle states have been a driving force in the process of dismantling the military alliances of the Warsaw Treaty," Mroziewicz said. The Warsaw Treaty, which divided the continent of Europe into two military blocks, was ended on June 1, 1991, in Prague, Czechoslovakia. Since the division of Europe was formally ended, said Mroziewicz, it has been seen the "newly-emerging democratic nations of Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland strive for close institutional association with European communities."

The triangle countries want to be included in Western European alliances that provide collective security, such as the NATO, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland share "common system of values with European countries. The most important goal, Mroziewicz has learned that is that the triangle countries in- tend to overcome existing divisions in Europe. According to Mroziewicz, the triangle countries in- tend to promote international security have been aided by the end of the Cold War and improved U.S.-Soviet relations.

As ambassador for Poland, Mroziewicz has learned that Poland, plays a key role in this transition. It influences relations with the former Soviet Union and the whole of Central and Eastern Europe, he added, "due to its geopolitical role and its geostategic location."

One problem Mroziewicz noted, however, was that Poland is still occupied by over 40,000 Soviet troops and is far from "grand independence," the ambassador to the United Nations for Poland said. He sees the withdrawal of these troops as a prerequisite to any agreed status between the two countries.

Mroziewicz said in Poland and in the other triangle countries must be made collective in order to prevent the impotence of the former Soviet Union. Mroziewicz said, "The new European order should be built in such a way that such a country can rule any one of the other countries, which do not support the capacity to mount a surprise attack," he said.

Hungary, Poland, and Czechoslovakia face with this new order of collective security more easily if they were included in the overall American and European community, Mroziewicz added. He emphasized that the former Soviet Union must also be included in the overall security. "No matter what kind of Russian enterprise is to end, and will be a superpower," he explained. It is "much better to engage them than to erect a new iron cur- tain."

Charges continued from page 1

stolen credit card belonging to Notre Dame student Mar- garet Dougherty. His last known address is scheduled for August 13, according to the county prosecutor of the State. A recent date is sched- uled for July 29 if he decides to plead guilty. If charged with the felony, Seitzer faces up to ten years in jail or a fine of up to $10,000. If charged with a maximum fine of $5,000.

Park continued from page 1

stead of turning left or right, she hit the curb with a bang and drove right on through, said tyke 19-year-old NYU student. She never slowed down when she came to the corner," he said. "Bodies were flying. She turned the car and away."

Bank said he and others lifted the car off one person pinned alive underneath. Deputy Police Commissioner Suzanne Tracoff identified the driver as Stella G. Maychick, 73, of Yonkers.
Girl forced into lying about being abused

MARIETTA, Ga. (AP) — The founder of an underground network who helps abused children bullied a 10-year-old girl into making up sexual abuse allegations against her father, the girl said Thursday.

Alecia Watts of Merritt Island, Fla., testified in Colub County Superior Court that Faye Yager took her away from her family last summer and said she couldn’t stay with her mother again until she admitted being sexually abused.

Alecia said Yager wanted her to lie to doctors and therapists in writing or on videotape. She testified that she vomited during Yager’s questioning.

"I wanted to feel really sick and scared because I wanted to see my mom," Alecia conceded. "I wrote that (her father) touched me on my bottom with a sheet for a figure if I said that she would let me go back to my mom.

"Yager, a founder of the Children’s Underground Network, is on trial on charges of kidnapping, cruelty to children and interference with custody. She is accused of kidnapping Alecia’s other brother, Jarrod, in April 1990, taking Alecia from her mother for four days without permission and mistreating both children. At the time, Jarrod was 10 and Alecia was 8.

Jarrod testified that Yager also pressured him into lying about his father by threatening to send him back to the man. “And finally I said ‘Yes,’ and then she made me swear on the Bible that it was true,” Jarrod said.

The Children’s Underground Network is secretive about how it hides children and their mothers from allegedly abusive fathers. Members of the network, which is said to have thousands of volunteers in all 50 states, help the mothers find jobs and a place to live.

Yager, 44, claims to have hidden about 500 children from across the nation.

Firm under investigation for sales to Iraq

WASHINGTON (AP) — The White House took the unusual step Thursday of announcing that three federal agencies are investigating allegations a Pennsylvania manufacturer sold machine tools to Iraq during the Persian Gulf War.

Former Interior Secretary Marlin Fitzwater said Kennametal, Inc. of Latrobe, Pa., is being investigated by the Commerce Department’s Office of Export Enforcement, the U.S. Customs Service and the Justice Department.

At his morning briefing, Fitzwater also said the U.S. attorney’s office in Pittsburgh had convened a grand jury. But later, deputy press secretary Gary Foster said Fitzwater had been in error about the grand jury investigation.

U.S. Attorney Tim Corbett of Pennsylvania’s Western District said, “The policy of this office is not to comment on whether or not there is any investigation.”

Fitzwater said the Customs Service is working with the U.S. attorney and "we cannot comment on any of the specifics.

Fitzwater said the Customs Service is working with the U.S. attorney and "we cannot comment on any of the specifics.

The charges were brought by a reporter who had pressed him for information about the case. He would not say whether weapons parts were allegedly involved.

Kennametal makes high-tech cutting tools used to make machine tools. Asked if the company had exported machine tools to Iraq, Kennedy said, "It’s not as simple as that.”

Kennametal did not intentionally break export laws in sales to Iraq, he said. "Iraq was fighting Iran at the time and was our alleged ally.”

According to Kennedy, the U.S. attorney in Atlanta convened a grand jury in August that resulted in no charges. "The U.S. attorney issued in Atlanta a letter to Kennametal, saying the company had broken no U.S. laws and complimented the company on its cooperation,” Kennedy said. The letter was dated Jan. 17, 1992.

The charges were brought by an investigation by a congressional sub-committee chaired by Rep. Charlie Rose, D-N.C., Kennedy said.

"A disgruntled Kennametal employee made the allegations," he added, that export loan guarantees issued by the Department of Agriculture had been used to finance military purchases by Saddam Hussein.

In an open letter published as an advertisement in the Tribune-Review of Greensburg, Pa., the company repeated that the sales at issue had been made during the Gulf War and that its only shipments during the Persian Gulf War were of a product used in England by an automobile parts manufacturer.

"The tools did not go to Iraq and had nothing to do with the Iraqi military," the open letter, which was signed by Kennametal’s President Robert McGeehan.
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Organic chemistry students recreate Nieuwland experiment

By JOHN ROCK
Managing Editor

Organic chemistry students had a chance to recreate a little of Notre Dame's past this week. Organic chemistry laboratory experiments this week were modeled after the work of Father Julius Nieuwland, Holy Cross priest, professor of chemistry and pioneer in the research of synthetic rubber.

"I thought we would do those experiments because there were so many organic students who probably didn't know the history of Nieuwland Hall. Father Nieuwland is the most well known scientist that Notre Dame has produced to this point," said Kathy Peterson, director of undergraduate organic chemistry labs.

Nieuwland began his work by studying the reactions of acetylene until he isolated monovinylacetylene gas. Nieuwland and Knute Rockne, his assistant and Notre Dame's most famous football coach, used to set their experiments up outside, somewhere between LaFortune and what is now Riley Hall, said Peterson.

In 1925, Du Pont entered into an agreement with Nieuwland and the university to take over the commercial development of monovinylacetylene. By direct addition of hydrogen chloride to monovinylacetylene, the resulting substance polymerizes, or joins together with each other, to form a plastic substance which can be vulcanized into synthetic rubber.

Nieuwland did chemistry work throughout the 1930s and 1940s. In 1943, seventy-five percent of faculty salaries were paid by these royalties.

"We couldn't do the actual experiments Nieuwland did because they involve such dangerous, explosive compounds," Peterson said. Instead, students synthesized polystyrene, nylon and cellulose triacetate, which are polymers of relatively safe chemicals.

"The students found these experiments relevant to the real world, more so than some of the other experiments they do," Peterson said.

Sophomore John Whapham jokingly, but accurately, described the nylon experiment "like twisting my fork in a mess of spaghetti," as long, thin threads of nylon were pulled from beakers in lengths of several feet.

"It was interesting to see how Father Nieuwland did chemistry back in the beginning," said sophomore Kelly Dwyer.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Hey you, you with the Lear Jet.
And the arsenal of secretaries.
And the Harley Davidson. Collection.
And the six figure bonus. And the catered dinners. With the stuffed prawns 6” long. Flown in from Madagascar. And the Caribbean sand between your toes.

For the weekend. And the piece of mind that accompanies success. And retiring 15 years before your IRA matures.

With the kids going to the finest schools. Getting an academic scholarship. That you tell the university to give to someone who needs it. Hey you, get to Romkin for our LSAT course. In South Bend, call 273-1866.

Weekly crime report

MONDAY, APRIL 20
8 a.m. A faculty member reported being harassed by an unknown suspect. 11:11 a.m. A graduate student reported his observation of a suspicious person at the Fiscer Graduate Housing complex.
1:03 p.m. Two Grace Hall residents reported an apartment theft from their room.
5:53 p.m. A Carol Hall resident reported observing some suspicious persons leaving dundie with a BB gun.
6:24 p.m. An injured South Dining Hall employee was transported to St. Joseph's Medical Center.
16:59 p.m. A Lewis Hall resident reported the theft of her dormitory keys.

TUESDAY, APRIL 21
1:20 a.m. Notre Dame Security closed a South Bend resident for driving with a suspended license and issued a warning for speeding.
1:39 a.m. A Walsh Hall resident reported receiving a harassing phone call.
2:03 a.m. A Notre Dame Security officer received a report of a suspicious person in Alumni Hall.
2:41 a.m. A Kawa Hall resident reported the theft of her book bag and several books from the Wood Library study assigns in her dormitory.
3:44 a.m. A University Police officer reported the theft of her vehicle which was parked on Main Street in South Bend.
12:04 p.m. An injured South Dining Hall employee was transported to St. Joseph's Medical Center.
4:23 p.m. Notre Dame Security and Fire Department treated an injured Milwaukee resident and transported him from Stayer basketball courts to St. Joseph's Medical Center.

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22
6:27 a.m. Notre Dame Security investigated a report of counterfeit meal tickets used at South Dining Hall.
6:45 a.m. A Grace Hall resident reported the theft of his wallet from Theaters.
1:10 p.m. A Carr Hall resident reported the theft of his or her house from the lobby of South Dining Hall.
3:20 p.m. A Climax, Michigan resident reported damage to his vehicle which was parked in the 02 student parking lot.
5:58 p.m. Notre Dame Security recovered a suspect's device found on the South Dining Hall.
7:56 p.m. A Crown Point, Indiana resident reported the theft of his wallet from his coat that he left all the Residence Memorial weight room.
9:34 p.m. A Mullen Hall resident reported damage to his bicycle which was parked outside the Computer Building.
9:35 p.m. A Fisher Hall resident reported the theft of his jacket from outside the Rockne Memorial weight room.
10. Food and refreshments are free (meatless baked ziti and tofu NOT on menu).
9. DARTing not required for admission.
8. It's included in your tuition.
7. No controversy over keynote speaker -- there isn't one.
6. Alumni club leaders will be on campus to visit with you and provide information about cities around the country which is handy if not planning on living in the Bend.
5. Those plaid pants in your closet have been waiting for an occasion like this.
4. It's a great time and is approved of by the University.
3. Chocolate chip cookies.
2. It's important to eat properly before mud pillow fights.
1. Look, you're gonna be an alumnus in a couple of weeks -- find out just how cool alumni and alumni clubs are. Sooner or later, you're gonna be one of us!
Southern California hit by earthquake

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Hundreds of aftershocks sent ripples of anxiety through Southern California on Thursday, hours after a strong earthquake that caused isolated damage and dozens of injuries. Earthquake experts cautioned there was a slight chance Wednesday night’s magnitude 6.1 tremor could be a precursor to the long-dreaded “Big One.”

“We’re long overdue for one — a 7.0 or greater — so we’re advising communities ... to be on their toes,” said Lt. Ben Boswell, commander of San Bernardino County’s disaster preparedness division.

The state Office of Emergency Services and local authorities in six Southern California counties told people to expect a probability of a great earthquake — one registering at least 7.5 on the Richter scale — decreased rapidly with each earthquake.

By Thursday, the U.S. Geological Survey said the chance of such a quake falling to less than one in 20. Hundreds of tiny aftershocks were felt Thursday near the epicenter. Five registered more than 4.0 on the Richter scale, said Linda Curtis, a USGS spokeswoman.

Some people weren’t taking any chances. Paul Hughes, manager of a Hughes supermarket in Pasadena, said sales of bottled water Thursday were brisk.

“The water’s just flying out of here,” he said. “As a matter of fact, we’re adding an additional pallet of bottles ... to make sure we have enough on hand.

Wednesday’s shaker struck at 9:50 p.m. and was centered about 110 miles east of Los Angeles near Palm Springs in Riverside County. A magnitude-4.6 quake shook the same area 2 1/2 hours earlier.

“It was like something hit the side of the wall,” said Ed Bowlin, a 26-year-old security guard at the Hyatt Regency Suites in Palm Springs. “It was like, this is your Earth Day wake-up call.”

The quake rocked buildings from San Diego to Santa Barbara, 200 miles up the coast. Residents as far away as Las Vegas and Phoenix reported feeling the tremblor.

“I lived in San Francisco for 39 years and I never felt one this strong,” said Vi Richardson, 62, who was lying in bed on the top floor of the Circus Circus hotel in Las Vegas when the quake struck. “I thought it (the building) would just stop shaking.”

Back in California, 15 people were taken to Hill-Desert Medical Center in Yucca Valley with minor injuries. Ten were treated and released and five were admitted with injuries ranging from a broken ankle to cuts and bruises, said Theresa Graham, a hospital spokeswoman. All were listed in good condition.

Desert Hospital in Palm Springs said it treated and released 10 people. Building inspectors from throughout the region were in the field Thursday assessing the quake’s toll on property.

Eigh teen buildings in Joshua Tree were damaged, including a coffee shop and hair salon that were ordered condemned, said Jeff Mellinger, a San Bernardino County fire spokesman.

The Red Cross set up an emergency shelter at a church in Joshua Tree for displaced families. Twenty-nine people spent the night at the shelter Wednesday, said Red Cross spokesman John Nature.

“Most were just afraid to go back into their homes,” he said. “They said they felt safer here with other people.”

A Twenty-nine-Palms convenience store lost part of its roof, and four fire stations in the Morocco Valley sustained minor damage. An undetermined number of residential buildings also sustained damage.

If the research is confirmed, “it’s one of the major discoveries of the century,” said physicist Joel Primack of the University of California, Santa Cruz.

Smoot and his team presented the findings in an American Physical Society meeting in Los Angeles, D.C. NASA also issued an announcement.

“We have observed what we believe are the largest and most ancient structures in the universe,” extremely thin clouds or ripples that represent the earliest stages of matter starting to clump together in the newborn universe, Smoot said during a Washington news conference.

The discovery also supports a 200 million mission to study the universe’s origins.

The discovery was made by NASA’s Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite during its $400 million mission to study the universe’s origins.

Researchers say more than 300 million measurements by the spacecraft answer a question that has long vexed scientists: How did matter that was uniformly spread out in the newborn universe start clumping together to produce stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies.

If they are right, it is a very big deal, says John Mather, a professor of astronomy and physics at Lawrence Berkeley. He said it would answer nagging doubts about the big bang theory.

“15 billion years ago, there was a lot of matter, but it never coalesced into anything large,” said Mather. “Perhaps the universe was just like a cloud of dust, with nothing solid at all.”

The Earth-orbiting COBE satellite, launched on an unmanned space shuttle, is expected to revolutionize cosmology by charting the distribution of the newborn universe. The COBE satellite is expected to send back images of the newborn universe in June.

The discovery also supports a 200 million mission to study the universe’s origins.

NASA spacecraft offers insight into Big Bang

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A spacecraft recently discovered the largest and oldest structures in the universe, wispy clouds that show how creation’s “big bang” led to formation of stars and galaxies, scientists said Thursday.

“If you’re religious, it’s like looking at God,” said research team leader George Smoot, an astrophysicist at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and the University of California, Berkeley.

The discovery was made by NASA’s Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) satellite during its $400 million mission to study the universe’s origins.

Researchers say more than 300 million measurements by the spacecraft answer a question that has long vexed scientists: How did matter that was uniformly spread out in the newborn universe start clumping together to produce stars, galaxies and clusters of galaxies.

“If they are right, it is a very big deal, says John Mather, a professor of astronomy and physics at Lawrence Berkeley. He said it would answer nagging doubts about the big bang theory.

“The universe’s origins, we have enough on our hands. If we have the Holy Grain of cosmology. If it is indeed correct, this certainly would have to be considered for a Nobel prize. The discovery also supports a 200 million mission to study the universe’s origins.

For the Health of It

Keeping your weight at a moderate level may scale down your risk of heart attack. So maintain a healthy diet and lighten up on your heart.
Harley Newman
Professional Lunatic
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(Held by 4000 Miami Students)
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Winner receives a VCR
Pemex suspends further gas deliveries: Three officials blamed for explosion

GUADALAJARA, Mexico (AP) — Fearing more explosions, authorities Thursday evacuated a neighborhood near a working-class district where a wrecked a day earlier by sewer-line blasts that killed as many as 202 people and injured over 1,300.

Moving quickly to control political damage, President Carlos Salinas de Gortari gave his attorney general 72 hours to determine who was at fault for Mexico's deadliest explosion since 1984. The state governor blamed three city officials for taking no action even after residents complained of leaking gas.

The national oil company Pemex denied blame for the blast, but suspected its natural gas deliveries to industrial customers in the Reforma neighborhood and closed its gas stations there as a "safety precaution," said Pemex's director-general, Francisco Rojas.

Eusebio Verdugo, the state attorney general's office said investigators were checking equipment at the La Central cooking-oil plant and others that might have begun smoldering. They were also checking Pemex installations, he said.

About a half-mile from a Pemex storage facility in the city, workers and officials Thursday afternoon found an underground pool of gasoline by a Pemex pipeline.

Men with copies of the layout of sewers and lines in the area said the leaky pipe appeared not to be connected to the sewers where the blasts occurred.

Jalisco state health minister Delia Arriaga said the death toll was 117, 44 of them children. Gov. Guillermo Cosio Vidal said 1,361 people were injured.

The first damage estimate was $300 million.

Salinas said the government would carry "to its utmost consequences the investigation of the causes of the tragedy and the circumstances that produced it." He also told the bereaved the government "will put a stop to the fear, the suffering and the pain that have been generated across this country." With the grief came anger: Two were killed and 15,000 were left homeless, officials said.

At a makeshift morgue in a sports stadium, relatives waited for word about their loved ones. A volunteer told the bereaved the government would pay for funeral costs.

With the grief came anger: Residents demanded to know why the government failed to act promptly on reports of Thursday's explosion.

"If they knew, why didn't they tell us?" asked Ramon Guerra, 22, who helped pull the bodies of his aunt and his 6-year-old nephew from the ruins of their home.

The state governor identified those to blame as city Fire Chief Jose Trinidad Lopez Hinojosa, water director David Atilfons Piattita and Guillermo Limon, head of the agency that operates the Guadalajara sewer system.

Conio Vidaurri said, "It was a situation in which an evaluation had to be made and for some reason the necessary precautions were not taken."

But he backed off earlier comments in which he said the three would be charged with criminal negligence.

In a preventive measure, Mayor Enrique Dau Flores ordered the evacuation of a section of the Alamo district to the west of Reforma after residents complained of fumes. The area is surrounded by about 40 factories, including a Pemex plant.

Salinas's governing party suffered severe political repercussions after its inadequate response to the 1985 Mexico City earthquake that killed 10,000 people.

The state government has suggested that La Central's explosion was not a volatile chemical used in extracting oil from seeds, to leak into the sewer system.

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — Fighting erupted in Sarajevo on Thursday just hours after the warring parties signed a truce amid sniper fire and promised to resume talks on the newly independent state's future.

The glow of burning buildings lit the rainy night sky. The harsh reports of gunfire and the roar of mortar explosions resounded through the streets of Ilidza, a picturesque suburb.

The fighting pits ethnic Serbs and the Serbian-led Yugoslav army against Muslims and ethnic Croats who supported Bosnia's secession from Yugoslavia. The Serbs oppose independence, claiming they will be a persecuted minority.

The army and Serbian irregulars have seized chunks of northern and eastern Bosnia in fighting that many fear could be more grisly than the seven months of war over Croatian independence. About 250 people have died since Bosnia's independence referendum in February.

The European Community-brokered cease-fire was signed Thursday by leaders of Bosnia's Muslim, Croat and Serb factions, as well as the federal army, at the city's airport. But it was disrupted by sniper fire, which forced reporters and U.N. observers to duck for cover under parked cars.

All-out battles raged Thursday night in Ilidza, a century-old neighborhood of ponds, parks and small hotels that once was a spa for the well-to-do. Mortar rounds were fired from the Muslim settlements of Butmir and Sokolodvic, about a half-mile away.

Serb fighters directed fire back at the Muslim areas, aiming especially at a grain silo they believed housed many of the Muslim fighters.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Law is not the only way to debate abortion

Dear Editor:

I have been observing the "debate" about abortion on campus, and all over the country. There is something about it that bothers me. At a very relevant problem, the debate on abortion involves strong emotions among people, and it is natural that such a deep and critical problem evokes these feelings. When I think about the deaths that abortion causes, or a prayer for the unborn, I also feel touched by this terrible reality.

However, expenditures that such an emotional debate will not lead to a solution. The moral debate is simply too complex for a system of life is sterile and will continue throughout eternity. without offering acceptable solutions to abortion. That is why I would like to address the problem without "emotional adjectives."

I think that abortion is not a "desirable" action. Forgive me if this sounds weak for people that believe that abortion is a crime, but remember that I am trying to consider the problem without using emotional adjectives. As a non-desirable conduct, society must do its best effort to avoid it.

How can society avoid non-desirable actions? There are different instruments by which a society can induce the behavior of people through system of incentives. One of these incentives is criminal law (that can be very imperfect one). So, societies prohibit abortion in an effort to avoid such an action. But is criminal law an efficacy or adequate instrument to avoid abortion? I think it is not.

In my country, Chile, abortion is severely penalized, but there are thousands of abortions anyway. The people who suffer most from the prohibition of abortion are the poor women who abort in unhygienic and dangerous conditions (the wealthy ones can afford a private clinic with "discretion"). I cannot say that the problem of abortion has been addressed in Chile because of its prohibition.

If criminal law is not adequate for solving the problem of abortion, it is hard to avoid it.
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Education Act promises information, gender equity

Dear Editor:

My purpose in writing is to seek your support for a portion of a bill approved by the House of Representatives.


This approved amendment would require institutions of higher education that offer athletically related student aid to make publicly available annual compilations of intercollegiate athletics financial revenues, and expenditures. These compilations shall be independently audited not less often than every three years, and such data will be compiled in the following categories: football, men's basketball, women's basketball, all other men's sports combined and all other women's sports combined. I believe that enactment of this or similar athletic disclosure statute bill would have the following benefits:

It would provide prospective students and their parents with information concerning the relative monetary investments in the men's and women's intercollegiate athletic programs of all institutions of higher education.

In recent voluntary surveys on sex equity in intercollegiate athletic programs conducted by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) and The Chronicle of Higher Education (see "Men Outnumber Women and Get Most of Money in Big-Time Sports Programs" by Douglas Lederman, April 8, 1992), the NCAA had a 76 percent response rate and The Chronicle a 68 percent response rate. Institutions of higher education which provide a relatively low allocation of resources to athletes of one sex in their intercollegiate athletic program would tend to have a diminished ability to attract the more skillful athletes of that sex. In this manner, market competition mechanism is applied to stimulate equitable distribution of scarce resources between the men's and women's intercollegiate athletic programs.

The bill would provide valuable information which may be experiencing due to diminishing resources in an era of retrenchments. This information could prevent the selection of an inappropriate institution for some athletes and the resulting inconvenience if these athletes decide to transfer to another institution. National Collegiate Athletic Association rules prohibit transferring athletes from enrolling in intercollegiate athletics in the first year of their enrollment.

I think that to answer this question it is necessary to discuss why a woman chooses to abort in the first place (surely a very difficult choice).

Which incentives allow society to let or encourage women to have and raise their children? What support can a woman expect from society if she decides to have her baby? Does society provides for a child care, health and support for raising her child? Can a woman find moral and material expressions of solidarity and support in society if she decides to have her baby? If we think that abortion is a non-desirable conduct, how can we avoid it?

It appears terrible that such a undesirable action is not pro-
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Independent audits would encourage institutions of higher education to compile current, accurate, and complete financial data despite competitive pressures to attract the best athletes.

In short, it would permit parents and students to make intelligent choices based upon verified information and encourage institutions of higher education to meet their gender equity obligations.

Therefore, your support of the above described amendment to the "Higher Education Act of 1992" is strongly urged.

Frank R. Soda Towson, MD
April 17, 1992

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Sometimes you get shown the light in the strangest places if you look at it right."

Grateful Dead
Blue primes offensive weapons

Despite absences, game will preview 1992 campaign

By ROLANDO DE AGUIAR
Associate Sports Editor

Notre Dame will resume a springtime football tradition tomorrow afternoon when the 62nd annual Blue-Gold Game kicks off the 1992 football season.

Despite losses in the personnel of their strongest units, the Irish are already being heralded as threats to next year's national championship. But coach Lou Holtz points to history to make a point about predictions.

"Notre Dame has historically been overrated in the rankings at the beginning of the season, and underrated at the end," he said. "If you look at recent history, that's the way it's gone."

Holtz's assessment of his talent usually slants to the cynical side. In all probability, the coach is aiming for a New Year's Day bowl and a chance for the 1992 national championship.

Saturday's game will give fans a good look at the team that will make a run at that championship, despite the fact that several key pieces are missing from the next edition of the Irish football puzzle.

The Blue team offense features all of Notre Dame's big-play guns, fired by quarterback and captain Rick Mirer, entering his senior season as the Irish general.

Mirer will drive a unit which includes tight end Oscar McBride, split end/kickoff returner Clint Johnson and flanker Mike Miller. The latter two make up the fastest legs of the Irish relay team of wideouts, which protected Mirer in 1991 from the departure of Raghib Ismail to the CFL after the 1990 season. Holtz is especially excited about Johnson's maturation as a player.

"Clint Johnson has shown an awful lot of progress over the last year," he said. "But the question remains whether he can replace the talented and productive Tony Smith."

Johnson showed some of his big-play ability at last year's Blue-Gold game, as he returned a kickoff 94 yards for a touchdown, while Miller's explosiveness is a legend before its own time.

But the Blue's offensive firepower does not end there, as running backs Jerome Bettis and Reggie Brooks stack up behind Mirer. But Holtz is worried about depth at the position:

"We have a concern at running back," he said. "Reggie Brooks and Jerome Bettis have firmly set themselves at number one. But beyond that, there are question marks."

The Irish also have question marks on the offensive line. But two solid blocks from the wall which protected Mirer in 1991 return to play on the Blue team's line tomorrow:

Aaron Taylor and Todd Norman will likely fill the starting guard spots for the Irish in 1992, and both will practice blocking for Bettis and Brooks in Saturday's game.

The Gold defense will spend the afternoon trying to both break through the Blue line and stop Mirer and his slew of targets.

A defensive line led by senior Eric Jones and bolstered by juniors Bryant Young and Oliver Gibson could be a preview of a 1992 starting unit. The Irish had trouble throughout 1991 on the defensive line, what with overall inexperience, as well as injuries to Young and Jones at midseason. But Holtz is impressed with the unit's improvement this spring.

"Eric Jones and Bryant Young have both come to the forefront this spring," he said. "Defensively we've made a lot of progress."

The Gold's defensive strengths, however, do not stop at the defensive line. Sometime 1991 starters Karl McGill, Anthony Peterson, Germaine Holden and Justin Gobeen will start at linebacker, while the Gold's secondary includes Tom Carter and John Covington.

While the Gold defense includes many of Notre Dame's standout from the last season, the team's true defensive star will be playing for the Blue on Saturday.
Mike Miller makes return to Irish gridiron for Blue

By ROLANDO DE AGUIAR
Associate Sports Editor

Michael Miller arrived at Notre Dame last fall carrying a full load of expectations on his shoulders. A nationally-recognized star coming out of high school, Miller was the premier recruit of the 1992 Notre Dame football class.

The extra weight finally slowed Miller down after a tough loss to Michigan, and the speedy sophomore returned home just three appearances on the Irish return team.

But this spring, Miller is back and firmly entrenched in the academic and athletic aspects of his student life. Tomorrow, he will start at flanker for the Blue team in the 62nd annual Blue-Gold Game.

Miller landed in South Bend last August under close scrutiny. With the departure of Raghib Ismail fresh in the minds of most Irish fans, Miller was touted as the next Rocket. Fans and media proclaimed him a surefire starter.

But Miller withdrew from school, was perceived as a weak link, and his potential was questioned by his coaches. With the departure of Ismail, Miller was the premier recruit of the 1995 Notre Dame class.

"After I graduated (from high school), I was traveling around a lot, and I didn't really have any time alone," said Miller. "This year was the first time football started right away."

That was a lot of pressure for a 19-year-old to handle. When Miller withdrew from school and returned to Missouri City, Texas, after the second game of the 1991 season, he tried to recover from the shock he had experienced at Notre Dame.

Miller moved back home, enrolled part-time at the University of Houston and planned his future.

"The time I spent at home gave me time to be with myself and find my soul," he said. 

Miller's soul-searching, which culminated in a decision to return to Notre Dame, has paid off for him and for the Irish receiving and return corps.

"I feel a lot more comfortable this spring," said Miller. "I feel I've adjusted really well academically. The first time I was here, I had an introduction to college. So this time, it has been easy."

While the sophomore-to-be has found adjustment to his Notre Dame class load easy, he has had trouble getting into the football groove. A nagging hamstring injury kept him out of much of the fall practices before he left Notre Dame, and he has only recently been able to take on the gruelling task of learning Lou Holtz's playbook.

"Right now I've only practiced for 14 days," he said. "I don't have that whole season's foundation underneath me. I was hurt for the entire fall, so I couldn't condition like the rest of the players. That has hurt me this spring, because I wasn't in good shape."

Miller's legs were strong enough to produce a stellar 4.2 in his spring clocking of the 40 yard dash. That time was the fastest by an Irish offensive player since Ismail's departure, and the best by the Notre Dame team this spring.

His raw acceleration, coupled with his improvement through- out spring practice, has impressed coach Lou Holtz.

"This is just like coming right out of high school for him," said Holtz. "He has a learn. But we like what we've seen him do with the football."

But while Miller's flashy play grabs attention, he has been inconsistent, and his mistake-prone game has frustrated receivers coach Skip Holtz.

"He's made some strides and shown flashes," said Skip Holtz, who works with Miller on a day-to-day basis. "But he's really inexperienced and has had trouble this spring with consistency."

But Miller's potential is what keeps Irish coaches high on his future. His speed and cutting ability, which enabled him to run back several kicks for touchdowns during his senior high school season, could make him a future star for the Irish.

"(Miller) could be a big play threat next year," said Holtz. "He hasn't been able to break very many this spring, but I am counting on the fact that Miller will develop."

In order to develop, Miller will need to combat the pressures which forced him home last semester. But he is confident that he can defeat them now that the first rounds of publicity surrounding his college football career are over.

"The pressure will probably be the same this time around," said Miller. "There are a lot of eyes on me, because a lot of people know who I am."

Most Notre Dame football observers remember Miller from his performance in the Michigan game last season, during which he returned 3 kickoffs for a 6.9-yard average and had one five-yard punt return.

"But Miller doesn't want Irish fans to remember him for that performance," said Miller. "I can't tell anyone exactly what I am going to do in the future," said Miller. "My actions are going to speak louder than my words."

Blue continued from page 1

Led by captain Demetrius DuBose at inside linebacker, the Blue defense features a punting linebacking corps and solid play on the rest of the field.

Fifth-year senior Devon McDonald returns to rush end, while Junior Bryant and Peter Bercich shore up the front seven.

Jeff Burris makes a return to free safety after a second-half switch to cornerback during the 1991 season. And when one-time free safety Willie Clark returns to the Irish secondary next fall, he may find no room.

"Jeff Burris, the safetyman, has become an excellent player," said Holtz. "He has risen a notch above most safeties. I've been associated with.

Burris will be hoping Saturday to intercept a pass thrown by Gold starting quarterback Kevin McDougal, who will target senior wide receivers Adrian Jarrell and Ray Griggs, as well as tight end Irv Smith, when he throws the ball.

But when McDougal is not throwing, he will be handing off to backfield hopefuls Ray Zellars, Dean Lyle and Lee Becon. Zellars and Lyle are battling for the backup fullback position behind the all-world Bettis.

But these two are not the best blockers on the Gold offense. That title belongs to tackle Lindby Knapp and center Tim Ruddy, both of whom will likely start for the 1992 Irish.

"Lindsey Knapp has had a solid spring," said Holtz. "And Tim Ruddy is going to be a fine football player."

But Holtz, as always, is worried. A nationally-recognized star coming out of high school, Miller was the premier recruit of the 1995 Notre Dame class. But Holtz, as always, is worried.
**Irish offense shows signs of aerial explosiveness**

By RICH SZABO
Associate Sports Editor

When the Fighting Irish take to the field this Saturday in the annual Blue-Gold game, specta-
tors will likely see signs of an offense that will have explosive capabilities in the coming season.

"The Irish have the talent and the skill to put some impressive numbers up on the scoreboard. Even with the loss of four-year

"If there have been any positive signs this spring, the Irish have made highlight films nationwide with their quick touchdown run with four different backs. The consistent touchdown run with four different players will likely see signs of a capability in the coming season."

The scrimmage at wide re-

"Irv has really been outstanding," said Holtz. "He's a big-time performer and his continued improvement is exciting."

Backing up Smith will be Oscar McBride, who has the poten-

"The Irish averaged almost 270 yards per game on the ground last season, and fans can expect more of the same from this year's team."

**Fullback Jerome Bettis will be the second in charge of the Irish offense this season.**

"We have a seasoned quarterback in Rick Mirer back for his senior season, and the potential to put up some big passing numbers."

"Rick has proven himself to be a more than capable quarterback and we have the kickoff returners to open up the game a little more."

"Our defensive line has put forth a superb in-season performance in every game."

"With a pounding ground attack, something that has been a hallmark of Mosley's goal to develop prototypical running backs."

"We've worked in all facets of the game," said Mosley, "and the Irish offense this spring should be more productive."

**Clements started the quarterback for the last three straight seasons including the undefeated 1993 national championship season. He started a record 34 straight games leading the Irish to a 24-1-1 record of 29-2.**

"It is difficult because as a player you prepare and then you go out there and try to do that. You can only prepare for one thing at a time. The execution is not something I can control," said Clements.

New Notre Dame coaching staff prepares to make debut tomorrow.

By JENNY MARTEN
Associate Sports Editor

The Blue-Gold game tomor-
row afternoon will be new ground for a very special group of people.

The scrimmage will mark the debut of the new and improved Irish coaching staff which in-
cludes more new faces than familiar ones. Gone are Gary Darnell, Dick Bumpas, Jay Hayes, Peter Vaas, and Tom Beck. In their place are Rick Minter, Mike Trgovac, Earle Mosley, Tom Clements, and Joe Wessel.

"I think that the changes in the coaching staff will work out fine," said Clements. "We all get along really well together."

In addition, the players have reacted favorably to the changes in the coaching staff according to head coach Lou Holtz.

"I think the players reaction to the new coaches has been by and large very positive," said Holtz.

Minter, former Ball State as-

"I'm really excited about the start of the season," said Trgovac. "It has been a lot of preparation and we're looking forward to it.

Minter's assistant coach, defensive coordinator and

"American quarterback Tom Trgovac has previously worked together (1986-

"Rick Mirer is coming back from a broken arm that sidelined him for all of last season."

"I've really been outstanding," said Holtz. "He's a big-time performer and his continued improvement is exciting."

In the Sugar Bowl, he carried 18 times for 62 yards, one touch-

"Holtz was a volunteer assis-
tant coach at Temple, but his new job has posed a special challenge to Mosley."

"With a pounding ground attack, something that has been a hallmark of Mosley's goal to develop prototypical running backs."

"We've worked in all facets of the game," said Mosley, "and the Irish offense this spring should be more productive."

**Clements started the quarterback for the last three straight seasons including the undefeated 1993 national championship season. He started a record 34 straight games leading the Irish to a 24-1-1 record of 29-2.**

"It is difficult because as a player you prepare and then you go out there and try to do that. You can only prepare for one thing at a time. The execution is not something I can control," said Clements.

New Notre Dame coaching staff prepares to make debut tomorrow.

By JENNY MARTEN
Associate Sports Editor

The Blue-Gold game tomorrow afternoon will be new ground for a very special group of people.

The scrimmage will mark the debut of the new and improved Irish coaching staff which includes more new faces than familiar ones. Gone are Gary Darnell, Dick Bumpas, Jay Hayes, Peter Vaas, and Tom Beck. In their place are Rick Minter, Mike Trgovac, Earle Mosley, Tom Clements, and Joe Wessel.

"I think that the changes in the coaching staff will work out fine," said Clements. "We all get along really well together."

In addition, the players have reacted favorably to the changes in the coaching staff according to head coach Lou Holtz.

"I think the players reaction to the new coaches has been by and large very positive," said Holtz.

Minter, former Ball State assistant head coach and defensive coordinator, will replace Darnell as defensive coordinator and Hayes as the linebackers coach. Former Colorado State defensive line coach, Trgovac will take up Hayes' position as defensive line coach.

"American quarterback Tom Trgovac has previously worked together (1986-

"Rick Mirer is coming back from a broken arm that sidelined him for all of last season."

"I've really been outstanding," said Holtz. "He's a big-time performer and his continued improvement is exciting."

In the Sugar Bowl, he carried 18 times for 62 yards, one touchdown run versus Navy last year, will start for the Blue tomorrow.

The Observer/E.G. Bailey
Senior tailback Reggie Brooks, shown here en route to a 65-yard touchdown run versus Navy last year, will start for the Blue tomorrow.
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"I've really been outstanding," said Holtz. "He's a big-time performer and his continued improvement is exciting."
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Senior tailback Reggie Brooks, shown here en route to a 65-yard touchdown run versus Navy last year, will start for the Blue tomorrow.
By MIKE SCRUDATO
SportsEditor

When the Blue and Gold take the field tomorrow, the majority of familiar faces will be amongst them. However, there are some players who were expected to make an impact in 1992 that will not be taking part in the annual spring game.

Two positions where the Irish will be noticeably thin are wide receiver and defensive back. At wide receiver, injuries have kept William Pollard, a three-time monogram winner, and Shawn Wooden out of spring practice, while Lake Dawson, who started in 11 games last season, is attending classes in his home state of Washington due to personal reasons.

Though their absences have caused some problems for the team, some good has resulted from it. "This spring has been good for the younger guys and for the overall group (of receivers)," receivers coach Skip Holtz explained. "A lot of people have had to step up."

"Clark Johnson has improved and has become a reliable guy we can count on, and we've seen the talent and ability of Mike Miller that we didn't see last year."

In addition to Johnson and Miller, Holtz has also been pleased with his more experienced receivers—Ray Griggs and Adrian Jarrell.

The Irish are noticeably stronger on the right side of the line, devastated by injuries last season. "We've got to add some depth," said Trkovac. "We've got to get some kids come in and contribute."

"I don't want Junior to be complacent knowing he's one of the best offensive tackles. He's got a lot of talent," said Holtz.

Germaine Holden and John Talilferro, who will miss tomorrow's game due to a shoulder injury, hope to contribute in their sophomore years. Holden plays rush-end, while Talilferro plays on the inside.

As usual, the Irish boast an abundance of depth at every position on the line of scrimmage. Between the in-cumbents and those getting their first big chances, this year's offensive and defensive lines hope to continue a tradition of excellence under the dome.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: Happy Hours, near K--w, will rent free transportation, Room /Board or Dorm style, experience necessary. Mark or Marcia call Student Employment Services at 1-X74-2615 ext 1997.

WANTED: ROOMMATE: FOR SUMMER NEAR-COLLEGE FOR OFF-CAMPUS SUBLET. Call K-E 31397.

Female roommate needed for Williamsburg Apt. June 1st $260.00. Call braggs for details.

SALES PERSON WANTED FOR VODKA CANTINA IN THE WESTEND. BE ON THE EAST PACE. GREAT SUMMER JOB, MUST BE AVAILABLE TO OUTGOING. Call RICK AT 285-1464. WED.-SUNDAYS.

WANTED: Roommates needed for Turtle Creek roommates: We need as much as we need you. We've been Pillorized.

SOMETHING'S HAPPENED TO MY POCKETBOOK: Please call Elizabeth x1918.

Lost: thin gold bracelet. For roommates to pass along. If found, please call Alice x1558. The Lizard King lives on with the Crucitans!

$3.50/chicken, and $4/ribs. Advance ticket prices for Port-A-Pit Game Day. at Saturday, April 26, 1980. (Blue-Gold Game Day). at 4:30pm.

Extended Catholic family appeal! Near N. Han. Near many GRAD. TIX as humanly possible. Call Tonnes x628 to hollie for details.

FOR SALE: One-way plane ticket to San Jose CA for May 5th cheap.$

FOR SALE: short hair, 1 pt 1 mile from campus, safe neighborhood. Nothing of value stolen. At 2-1/2 move to.

FOR SALE: 2 BDRM, 28TH, 9806. LOVELY OLD VICTORIAN NEAR N.D. 364-0300. SPACIOUS

ADVERTISER AFFILIATION: Adrock's rooms, perfect for roommates to pass along. If found, please call Elizabeth x1918. For a quote please call 305-994-4686.

LOST/FOUND

Run, around the world in 4 ft 8 in.

Roommate needed for Turtle Creek roommates: We need as much as we need you. We've been Pillorized.

LOTUS AND THE CRUSTACEANS' DANCE. Come see the Lizard King lives on with the Crucitans!


LOST: Gold Cdad ring with diamond in middle. If found, please call Susan at x4086.

LOST and found items exchanged by whiteominest, lost in restroom in North Dining Hall exchange.

GOLD BRACLET: Lost: black top umbrella, plain wooden handle, automatic winder, if found, please contact Suzanne at x4028.

LOST: SEVER CHAIN/BRACLET Somewhere between Flat Rock Bridge, Burgandy, this is what I left behind the West before Capen/h4157. GREAT sent. value Ann X2590.

LOST LOST LOST LOST LOST

A Gold Cdad ring Somewhere between Flat Rock Bridge, Burgandy, this is what I left behind the West before Capen/h4157. GREAT sent. value Ann X2590.

WANTED

Even though Mr. Bush is speaking at graduation, my acq still wants to come. Please help our acq Call me a graduation ticket. call x4272.

MOVING TO LAY: I'm looking for roommates to live near campus after graduation. CALL JULIE x7642.

Summer Roommate needed for Turtle creek apartment. Call x3811.

THE ASSOCIATED TEMPORARY POSITION:

MARKETING RESEARCH ANALYST - Praticipant in Paradox, Lansdale, Responsible for developing and analyzing statistical analysis. Please call (219) 714-6432 to arrange interview time.

NE PROFESSOR OF A GRAD. STUDENT TROUBLE SHOOTER FOR FALL FOR 2 CHILDREN 2-10 yrs. Must Live in the same home while we are working there. 10:30-11:30 PM. CALL 233-6801. $5.00 Hr.

Going to Chicago after graduation? Me too! Looking for female non-smoker roommate, very social. $275.00 PM.


LAFORUNE 20TH BIRTHDAY CONCERT Thursday, April 25, 1980 - 9:00 P.M. (2/2) At St.Clement's, 1650 South State, Chicago. Tickets are $2.50 MAILED.$4.00 at door.

RACEHORE HORSE RANCH: 30 mi. E of Denver. Looking for a roomate, single or couple. Will consider non-smokers. Your room will be $80.00. The room is large and well furnished. Available on August 15, 1980. Please call (303) 783-6749.

I'm going to Chicago after graduation? Me too! Looking for female non-smoker roommate. Call 305-994-4686.


LAFORUNE 20TH BIRTHDAY CONCERT Thursday, April 25, 1980 - 9:00 P.M. (2/2) At St.Clement's, 1650 South State, Chicago. Tickets are $2.50 MAILED.$4.00 at door.

RACEHORE HORSE RANCH: 30 mi. E of Denver. Looking for a roomate, single or couple. Will consider non-smokers. Your room will be $80.00. The room is large and well furnished. Available on August 15, 1980. Please call (303) 783-6749.

I'm going to Chicago after graduation? Me too! Looking for female non-smoker roommate. Call 305-994-4686.
**MLB STANDINGS**

**AMERICAN LEAGUE East Division**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>HR Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toronto</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.33</td>
<td>5.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>7.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>8.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>6.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>7.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**West Division**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>HR Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oakland</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>5.833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>7.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>8.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>6.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>7.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NATIONAL LEAGUE East Division**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>HR Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>5.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>6.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>8.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>6.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>7.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NATIONAL LEAGUE West Division**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>GB</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>HR Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>5.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>6.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>8.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>6.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>7.166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**BASEBALL**

**American League**

- **MINNESOTA TWINS**
  - Place on PAGAN, 1st baseman, on the 15-day disabled list due to a sore shoulder.
  - Called up from Triple-A Prince Fielder, 3rd baseman.

**National League**

- **TAMPA BAY RAYS**
  - Signed JENSEN, pitcher, to a minor league contract.
  - Signed LEWIS, pitcher, to a minor league contract.

**TRANSACTIONS**

- **MINNESOTA TWINS**
  - Taylor C. signed to a minor league contract.
  - Powers M. signed to a minor league contract.

---

**LEAGUE LEADERS**

**American League**

- **BOSTON RED SOX**
  - Team batting average .283; leading players: Pedroia (.375), Ellsbury (.363), Jeter (.359).

**National League**

- **ST. LOUIS CARDINALS**
  - Team batting average .290; leading players: Pujols (.371), Holliday (.363), Freese (.357).

---

**INVOICE**

- **TOWN & COUNTRY**
  - Phone 291-6910

---

**NOTRE DAME**

- **FEDERAL CREDIT UNION**
  - (219) 239-6611
  - Independent of the University

---

**Book**

**Graduate into your own car.**

**Special Rate! For a Limited Time Only!**

8.65% APR

Maximum Term - 60 months

We'll even give you deferred payments until August 15, 1992

(please bring an offer letter from your future employer and your acceptance letter).

To help with your relocation, we also have:

- **MasterCard**
- **Discover Card**

**Prices subject to change without notice. Members must meet qualifications.
Searching for Father Malloy, or the Colloquy 2000?

By JOE MOODY

Viewpoint Editor

Where's Monk?

After being assigned to organize the final installment of The Observer's column on Notre Dame's 150 years of history, I asked the same thing.

The reason was that I wanted not only to show where Notre Dame has come recently, but where our leaders are taking us into the year 2000.

In an attempt to do this, I hand-delivered Father Malloy's secretary a letter requesting Father to possibly write a column on where he perceives Notre Dame going into the 21st century.

A few afternoons later, I was telephoned by Father Malloy's assistant. He explained to me that Father would not write such a column because he had already established a committee to deal with Notre Dame's future known as the "Colloquy 2000."

"All right," I replied, trying to understand.

Then another idea came to me. I asked Monk's assistant, "Where can I obtain some sort of published summary of the Colloquy 2000's goals for the future?"

He informed me that he didn't think such a thing existed.

"O.K. ... I said, now growing nervous that I would have nothing to print regarding our leader's plan for Notre Dame's future.

Then it struck me. If I can't get Monk to write, maybe I can go a step below him and ask the Chair of the new mysterious Colloquy 2000 to write the column.

"Who is the Chair of the Colloquy?" I suddenly asked Father Malloy's assistant. "Maybe I'll just ask him to write a column on his views for the University's future."

"Father Malloy is the Chair," he told me.

"Oh. ... Well, thank you anyway, sir," I replied.

"Thank you," said Monk's assistant.

I didn't find Monk. But I did find out that the Colloquy 2000 has subcommittees doing interviews with a random sampling of students.

Also, students can obtain information from dorm rectors about becoming involved in the future of the University through the Colloquy 2000.

1980s Pop Culture and Notre Dame

By JOE MOODY

Viewpoint Editor

Campus life took a Reaganomic twist through the 1980s.

Conservatism was vogue, as was materialism. So was displayed at demonstrations and through the Viewpoint Editor.

"Microsoft Word delivered Father Malloy's secretary a coverage of Notre Dame's history, " said Monk's assistant. "Where can I obtain some sort of published summary of the Colloquy 2000's goals for the future?"

He informed me that he didn't think such a thing existed.

"O.K. ... I said, now growing nervous that I would have nothing to print regarding our leader's plan for Notre Dame's future.

Then it struck me. If I can't get Monk to write, maybe I can go a step below him and ask the Chair of the new mysterious Colloquy 2000 to write the column.

"Who is the Chair of the Colloquy?" I suddenly asked Father Malloy's assistant. "Maybe I'll just ask him to write a column on his views for the University's future."

"Father Malloy is the Chair," he told me.

"Oh. ... Well, thank you anyway, sir," I replied.

"Thank you," said Monk's assistant.

I didn't find Monk. But I did find out that the Colloquy 2000 has subcommittees doing interviews with a random sampling of students.

Also, students can obtain information from dorm rectors about becoming involved in the future of the University through the Colloquy 2000.

Macintoshes literally invaded campus life. And the invasion goes on with another new computer lab scheduled to open this Fall in the DeBartolo Quad.

LaFortune was renovated in the 80s and became a "real student center" as other buildings seemingly sprouted up under the University's continuing construction campaign.

It is not uncommon these days for a Notre Dame student to walk by one of the several new buildings under construction and not even realize what the building is being built for.

Father Edward "Monk" Malloy took over as President and Lou Holtz took the helm as Head Football Coach. Alongside these new leaders were other typical 80s "role models" such as Oliver North, Don Johnson and Eddie Murphy.

Across college campuses including Notre Dame, the ideal was no longer "higher consciousness" but higher consumption.

Our choices in the 80s were simple: Coke or Pepsi? Our enemies were clearly defined: The "Commissars."

And our goals were solidly established: Get rich.

These values affected Notre Dame life in the past decade like they did the nation.
Looking for Monk?
I ran into him at the first meeting of the Colleague 2000. He asked me if I had "DAHTed" yet, paused and jokingly said "That's kind of a new word around here, DAHT." It was used as a noun and a verb. "Notre Dame's current system for registration, DART (Direct Access Registration by Telephone), came on-line October 30, 1989 for students to "DART" for the first time.

After months of research, University officials decided to take the mid-priced option. The hardware and software cost approximately seventy thousand dollars, according to Andy Hollander, the man responsible for bringing DART to Notre Dame.

DART was implemented to fix many of the problems that surrounded selecting classes. The old system for registering was deemed unfair and inconvenient by many. Students used to be prioritized by year and major, but department heads ultimately decided "who got what," according to former Registrar Daniel Winicur in a December, 1990 Observer interview.

Winicur also noted that women could be excluded if department chairs didn't like women and that sophomore and juniors were easily excluded from classes under the old system.

Only at the beginning of each semester, when students got their schedules, would they find out what they did or did not get. Many students ended up scrambling around to find classes at the start of each semester, said Assistant Registrar Don Steinke.

One of the major benefits of DART is that it lets students know immediately what class they have been assigned. In the past, students would have to go to the registrar's office.

"That's the beneft," he said.

The University's computer assigns DART appointment times to students when they do not have scheduled classes. Access times are mailed to the students, along with who they can obtain their PINs (Personal Identification Numbers). Individual colleges are responsible for the distribution of PINs, and make sure to combine PIN distribution with academic counseling.

When a DART appointment is set up, the caller receives a phone call on one of its 18 lines, the caller and the University's Hewlett-Packard mainframe are linked by a special program run off of an IBM compatible computer. When a caller enters data by phone, the DART software interprets the touch-tone phone signals into computer signals and relays it to the Hewlett-Packard mainframe.

The mainframe then sends data back to the translating computer, which activates certain voice responses to let the caller know what to do or what classes he or she has enrolled in.

Students have the option to use the phone lines or the terminals in the Registrar's office.

"The terminals were originally a disaster recovery plan in case the phone lines went down, but there is no advantage of the terminals over the phone lines. It's just a matter of preference," Hollander said.

"The system is as robust as anything," he added.

The voice heard by callers is that of a voice belongs to someone other than a computer. The voices are those of Notre Dame students.

According to Hollander, the voices are taken in through a microphone, digitalized and stored on the hard disk of the translating computer. After receiving a prompt, the translating computer plays the corresponding voice message to the caller.

DART is capable of processing twenty to twenty-five students per fifteen minute appointment increments, said Hollander.

While DART has eliminated long lines everywhere except the English department, it has brought with it new problems, as well as some other possibilities.

Due to possible scheduling conflicts, athletes generally receive earlier DART times so they can get classes that do not interfere with practice, Winicur said in a November, 1989 Observer interview. DART can impose strict limits on who or cannot get into certain classes.

Departments can set up courses to be "Registration by Permission," requiring students to get authorization numbers from the professor's department before DART will allow them into the classes.

DART also permits students to overload their classes.

DART eliminates the opportunity to combine classes, said Hollander.

One of the major tasks for bringing DART to Notre Dame was said to be in over the past years is that of abortion. There are Pro-Choice and Pro-Life groups representing both Universities. Pictured here is Notre Dame/ Saint Mary's Right to Life taking their efforts off campus into the South Bend rain.

Rebels with a dry cause
fought alcohol policy

By JOE MOODY
Viewpoint Editor

In September of 1984, Notre Dame's Administration announced that Dillon Hall's "Screw Your Roommate/Booze Cruise" would be cancelled. This was done "in keeping in spirit with the new policy." The "new policy" referred to Notre Dame's then-new alcohol policy.

"Eliminating or severely restricting the use of alcohol is a serious possibility," Father William Beauchamp forewarned students in an Observer interview from November of 1983.

The policy came as a result of the University Commission on the Responsible Use of Alcohol. The Commission wrote 750 letters to parents and sent out faculty questionnaires to discern their opinions. The Indianapolis Council on Alcoholism promptly gave the University an award and other colleges consulted ND for advice to mimic the new policy.

Students, as usual, were concerned about the lack input they were given in the formulation of the policy but were informed that they would "know before they go home for the summer" if changes would occur.

Changes did occur.

Notre Dame's social life moved largely off-campus and liquor-law violations increased. Beer vanished from The Observer. Dormitory drinking continued but now behind closed doors.

And while a small band of students chaJCted for the University to "divest" Notre Dame's corporate investments in Apartheid-stricken South Africa, the Main Building was overrun with a mass of students angered at an administration that was restricting the use of their beloved brew.

Alcohol protests drew thousands. The new, tightened policies on campus consumption rallied the student-body like a stampede of alcoholic elephants.

"A wet campus is a happy campus," was the motto of the resistance. The policy is still in effect.
Multicultural concerns spawn University task force

By DAVID KINNEY
News Editor

When University President Father Edward Malloy was inaugurated in Sept. 1987, one of the centerpieces of his vision for Notre Dame was an effort to increase multicultural diversity at the University. He set the goal of increasing minority undergraduate enrollment to 15 percent by 1992, expanded the financial aid from which scholarships and aid for minorities could be drawn, and declared 1988-89 the Year of Cultural Diversity.

Among Malloy's efforts to increase cultural diversity were the creation of a minority faculty development program and a summer faculty conference aimed at helping faculty to revise course content to broaden cultural diversity in the curriculum.

These and other programs raised the expectations of many in the University community, especially minority students, according to Roland Smith, Malloy's executive assistant. "I don't think things are significantly worse than they were ten years ago."

But there was not a concerted effort to address issues, a lot of these were piecemeal and perhaps disjointed," he added.

A group of SUFR's leaders prepare to discuss demands with reporters following a day-long sit-in in the Registrar's Office.

Warner suggested that the situation was the result of the University's failure to address the particular needs and concerns of minority students when it set itself upon the goal of increasing minority numbers.

"People in the administration were aware that we were moving ahead very quickly with the question of increasing minority enrollment among the undergraduate students," he said, "and I think we were aware of the fact that our infrastructure didn't always accompany the difficulties that we were going to experience."

Malloy agreed in the aftermath of the sit-in. "I and others in leadership roles in the University have made mistakes, acted too slowly, presumed too much."

What SUFR's activities accomplished was to bring multicultural issues back into the limelight.

"While it was a difficult moment," Warner said, "it was an important moment for Notre Dame."

A vision for the future

SUFR's activities led to some concrete changes, including the creation of an assistant director position in the Office for Minority Student Affairs. The office has also received increased credibility in the eyes of the administration, alumni, trustees and students, according to Director Iris Outlaw.

"In the five years since then, the infrastructure has really slowly pulled back," she said. "We're finally coming to a place where the students are buying into the notion that there really aren't that many differences, but more similarities between us," she said.

Outlaw said that a dialogue has begun between students of various cultures, and students are starting to make linkages about the way things are with each other.

In wake of the sit-in, Malloy issued an open letter to the community discussing his concerns about cultural diversity and explaining how the University could overcome these difficulties.

Malloy described Notre Dame as a university in transition.

"Amidst all these changes Notre Dame has remained faithful to its fundamental mission to be a Catholic university," he said. "Now we are faced again with the challenge of change and are called to a renewed commitment to do the right thing for the proper reason."

Throughout the past year, members of the task force have met together and in three smaller committees to develop a blueprint to increase cultural diversity at Notre Dame, according to Warner, co-chair of the task force.

The task force must file a report and action plan to the president by May.

"We want to be honest and acknowledge that ... there really is a lot of vision here on the part of Malloy," Warner said, "but on the other hand we also want to acknowledge those areas where we have more work to do and a commitment to do the right thing for the proper reason.

Throughout the past year, members of the task force have met together and in three smaller committees to develop a blueprint to increase cultural diversity at Notre Dame, according to Warner, co-chair of the task force.

The task force must file a report and action plan to the president by May.

"We want to be honest and acknowledge that ... there really is a lot of vision here on the part of Malloy," Warner said, "but on the other hand we also want to acknowledge those areas where we have more work to do and a commitment to do the right thing for the proper reason.

One need is a mechanism to continually infuse awareness of multi-cultural issues into the consciousness of an ever-changing body of students, faculty, staff and administration, he added.

The work of the task force "will set us on a good course, a solid course," he said. "The overall context is forward-thinking and optimistic, but it's going to take time if we're going to make real change."

Fuentes agreed. "We're in a golden situation to use this opportunity to everyone's advantage."

SUFR's activities accomplished was to bring multicultural issues back into the limelight.

"While it was a difficult moment," Warner said, "it was an important moment for Notre Dame."
Holtz reflects on ND Football

By MIKE SCRUDATO
Sports Editor

When Lou Holtz took over as Notre Dame's football coach on November 27, 1985, he inherited a program that was filled with history and tradition, but had not finished in the Top 20 since 1980.

Despite his previous collegiate success, he was not expecting the results he has gotten from the Irish over the past six seasons, in which they have compiled a 56-17 record.

"When I came here, people were saying that Notre Dame could not be competitive any longer. The schedule was too tough, the academics were too difficult and they couldn't attract the good student athlete," Holtz commented.

"But, when I was hired my mandate was not to win the National Championship. My mandate was to run an honest program, make sure academics came first, run a class operation and be as good as we could be.

In Holtz's first season, Notre Dame matched its 1985 mark, as they finished 5-6 against the NCAA's most difficult schedule in college football.

"Though the Irish did not improve their record in 1986, they laid the foundation for the success of future teams."

The following season Notre Dame was ranked 16th in the preseason polls, and it remained in the national rankings for the entire year. The Irish opened the campaign with back-to-back victories over Top 20 teams, ninth-ranked Michigan and 17th-ranked Michigan State.

"This set the tone to win eight of their first nine games, en route to a number seven ranking heading into the final two weeks of the season.

"In 1987, we had a chance at the National Championship," Holtz recollected. "We were 8-1 and had to play Penn State and Michigan State."

The Penn State game was played in what Holtz called "one of the rainiest days" he had ever experienced.

"That loss to Penn State took a lot out of us," Holtz said. "Then, we went down to Miami and just didn't play well." Holtz closed the regular-season with a 24-0 loss to the second-ranked Hurricane.

Though Notre Dame closed with two losses, it made its first New Year's Day bowl appearance since 1980, when Georgia topped the Dan Devine coached Irish, 17-10 in the Sugar Bowl.

Notre Dame faced 15th-ranked Texas A&M, the Southwest Conference champions, in the 52nd Cotton Bowl Classic.

The Irish took the opening kickoff and drove 59 yards in seven plays and took an early 7-0 lead when Heisman Trophy runner Tim Brown kicked in a 17-yard pass from quarterback Terry Andryszak, who was playing for the first time since breaking his collarbone in October.

Looking back at the Cotton Bowl, Holtz feels that the team was not in the right frame of mind to win the game.

"Everyone was content with just getting there," the sixth-winsgningest active college football coach explained. "The focus was not on winning the bowl, but it was the players fault. In hindsight, that bothers me."

Holtz feels the 1988 squad was his first Notre Dame one which adapted to his philosophy and style. But, he did not think that would lead it to the National Championship.

"Going into the season, I did not think we had a great team," the always-optimistic Irish coach said. "What I did know is that we had a lot of great attitude, great morale and great work habits."

A lot of "experts" felt the same way Holtz did about the 1988 team, as most were saying that Notre Dame was a year away from the National Championship.

Holtz greatest concern was the defensive line. Ironically, this unit was made up of two men who are currently playing in the NFL, and a third who is awaiting his chance this summer.

"We were playing Jeff Alm, Chris Zorich and Butch Williams, and none of those three had played before," Holtz commented. "To be a good football team, you have got to be good on defense. In 1990 and 1991 we had all the ingredients, but we were weak on defense."

The offensive line was not a big worry for Holtz because of the team's offensive quarterback, which included a backfield which The Sporting News called the best in the nation.

"I felt we had a strong backfield, and with Tony Rice (at quarterback) we could do things that didn't necessitate a strong offensive line, such as running the option."

To make up for some of the team's weaknesses, Holtz was forced to give two freshmen, who would go on to have tremendous collegiate careers, significant roles in the offense.

"When Rice makes a contribution it is because an upperschglassman allows him to do so," Holtz said. "Carpenter and Martin leaving gave 'Rocket' a chance at wide receiver, and Frank Jacobs was our only tight end."

Brown and Ismail each responded to the call. Brown started five games, including the Fiesta Bowl, while Ismail broke into the starting lineup in the Miami game and stayed there the remainder of the season.

Ismail's coming out party was Notre Dame's 54-11 win over Rice, in which he returned two kickoffs for touchdowns, a feat he would repeat in 1989 against Michigan.

The 13th-ranked Irish began their quest for the National Championship by getting under the lid on the set-up-for-ESPN lights of Notre Dame Stadium against ninth-ranked Michigan.

The advantage was opened to 13-0 behind two Reggie Ho field goals, but was erased by 14 unanswered points from the Wolverines.

This set the stage for Ho to boot his then-Notre Dame record four field goal of the game, a 26-yarder with 1:16 left.

The Wolverines then scrambled downfield to give Gillette a chance to give Michigan the lead, but he got past Holtz one-point win over the Irish, but his 49-yarder sailed wide right of the last play of the game.

The following week the eighth-ranked Irish travelled to Spartan Stadium where defense carried Notre Dame to a 20-3 victory over Michigan State.

Once again the Irish offense had trouble putting the ball in the end zone. Tony Rice capped an 71-yard drive with an eight-yard touchdown pass to Ismail, a 13-3 third quarter edge. Linebacker Mike Stonebreaker scored the other touchdown with a 39-yard interception return.

"I wasn't concerned that he was throwing the ball poorly in games because he was vastly improved in practice," Holtz commented.

The Notre Dame practice field took the field against Purdue on September 24 and the next week at Stanford. Ho threw five incomplete passes in 20 attempts, and the Irish offense erupted for 94 points and 925 yards of total offense in the two drubbings.

Things were a little more difficult at Pittsburgh. With the pressure of mid-terms and a showdown with top-ranked Miami on the horizon, Notre Dame struggled to a 30-20 win over the Panthers.

"A national title was all over the campus by this point. The Irish were 5-0 and number four in the country, but it would all mean nothing if they couldn't get past Miami."

The Catholics vs. Convicts matchup turned out to be one of the greatest games ever played in Notre Dame Stadium.

At the previous night's pep rally, Hugh Jackman told the crowd that he wanted them to tell Miami coach Jimmy Johnson that they are going to beat him like yard dogs.

"That was completely unlike me," the usually humble Irish coach explained.

Though Johnson and the Canes were not beaten like yard dogs they were beaten. Four years embarrassment and frustration were erased in an instant that is permanently etched in the mind of every Irish fan, when Pat Terrell broke up a two-point conversion which was intended for Leonard Conley.

"When you play a team like Miami, the momentum goes back and forth and there are going to be great plays on both sides, and that is what makes it a great game," Holtz said.

"What happened to us just before the half was disastrous," Holtz recollected. "But we came back on the field, held them up on a fake punt, which was critical. We went on to take the lead, but I knew they'd come back."

"After we beat Miami, I thought we were capable of beating anyone in the country," Holtz commented. "Everyone realized it wasn't just a dream. We were not going to have a bigger mountain than what we'd already had.

The Irish flew past Air Force, 41-13, the following week, and then travelled to the Naval Academy, where the 34-point underdogs gave the Irish all they could handle before going down 22-7.

"I didn't like the whole attitude of the Navy week, and we had a lot of trouble getting ready," Holtz recalled. "Our plane was six hours late, and the whole weekend was fouled up.

The win, coupled with Washington State's 54-30 upset of UCLA, lifted the Notre Dame to the top of the national polls for the first time since the second week of the 1981 season.

The Irish debuted their number-one ranking in fine fashion, as they rolled past Arizona State, 54-7; and then amassed 502 yards of offense the next week in a 21-3 triumph over Virginia Tech.

This set up a meeting between the nation's top two ranked teams.

Notre Dame journeyed west to face Southern Cal and Heisman candidate Rodney Peete.

The Irish raced to a 14-0 first quarter lead, and the defense never let Peete get going in the 27-10 Notre Dame win.

The Notre Dame "D" did the same in the Fiesta Bowl against undefeated and third-ranked West Virginia, as Alm and Stonebreaker, crushed Mountainie quarterback Major Harris in the first series of the game and injured his shoulder.

"That was a very special year with a very special team," Holtz said of the 1988 season.

Looking ahead to the future, Holtz says that he has the same goals as he had when he came here in 1986.

"I want our football team to reflect the values Notre Dame espouses in its student body, and to be as good as we can be within the parameters set forth by the University."

"I hope that is good enough to win a few more National Championships. But one thing that is different now is that I know that we can compete with the very best teams in the country."
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Daughtery's 40 boosts Cavs over New Jersey

RICHLAND, Ohio (AP) - Brad Daughtery scored a Cleveland playoff-record 40 points and the Cavaliers made all 21 of their fourth-quarter free throws as they beat the New Jersey Nets 120-113 Thursday night in the opening game of the NBA playoffs.

It's the first time in eight playoff appearances that the Cavaliers have won their opening game. New Jersey, which split the regular season series with Cleveland 2-2, hasn't won in Richfield since 1986.

The Cavaliers, who haven't won a playoff series since 1976, won it at the free-throw line, where they were 21 of 21 in the fourth quarter.

Mark Price scored 35 points for Cleveland, 24 of them in the first half. Daughtery had 16 rebounds and nine assists, leaving him one assist shy of Cleveland's first playoff triple-double.

Drazen Petrovic scored 40 points for the Nets, also a team playoff record. Derrick Coleman scored 21.

Cleveland led by as many as nine in the fourth quarter but fell behind by a point twice in the closing minutes on baskets by Petrovic, whose 18-footer gave the Nets their final lead, 111-110, with 1:36 to play. But Daughtery, fouled while grabbing a rebound, converted two free throws that put the Cavaliers ahead for good with 1:16 left.

Petrovic then missed a 3-pointer and John Williams was fouled on the rebound. He hit both shots for a 114-111 lead.

Williams stole the ensuing inbound pass by Terry Mills and dunked for a five-point lead that deflated the Nets.

Trail Blazers 115, Lakers 102
PORTLAND, Ore. — The Portland Trail Blazers opened a 36-point lead in the first half and scored 75 points by halftime before coasting to a 115-102 victory over the Los Angeles Lakers in their playoff opener Thursday night.

Cliff Robinson scored a career playoff-high 27 points, leading four Blazers with 20 or more points.

Cliff Redd had 22 points and 10 assists, Buck Williams 21 points and 13 rebounds and Terry Porter 20 points, 8 assists and 7 rebounds.

Training 74-41 at halftime, the Lakers scored 16 straight points early in the third quarter as Portland didn't make its first field goal of the period until the 7:05 mark.

Mock LSAT Tomorrow
Saturday, April 25 from 8am-12pm at Cushing Auditorium. $5 Registration Fee
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Tettleton and Tigers down Rangers, 11-5

ARLINGTON, Texas (AP) — Mickey Tettleton's three-run double keyed another early outburst as the Detroit Tigers used a five-run first inning to rough up the Texas Rangers 11-5 Thursday night.

The Tigers, who scored six times in the first inning in Wednesday's 12-8 victory, swept the series. Detroit had 27 runs in the three games and 36 hits, including 15 in the finale.

After two innings, Detroit led 6-5 and the teams had combined for 15 hits. Milt COPLEY's three-run double in the seventh.

Reliever Les Lancaster (1-3) shut out Texas on three hits for 4 2-3 innings. He allowed Julio Franco's RBI single in the ninth.

John Dophey pitched 1 1-3 innings for his first major league save.

Detroit put Kevin Brown (3-1) in trouble right away, loading the bases in the first inning on one-out singles by Lou Whitaker and Travis Fryman and a walk to center fielder Devon White. Tettleton blipped a double down the left field line that cleared the bases as Chad Kreuter got an RBI double on a ball that was misjudged by left fielder Kevin Reimer. Kreuter's last hit in the major leagues was on Oct. 3, 1993, for the Tigers. Mark Carreon capped the inning with an RBI single.

Texas cut its deficit to 5-2 in the bottom of the first on four consecutive singles, including run-scoring hits by Ruben Sierra and Juan Gonzalez.

Franco's RBI grounder in the Detroit second. The Ranger's line in the rally died with an out at second on Salmon against Banada and Lancaster.

Franco misjudged another ball to the left, giving Scott Livingston a double, and Lou Whitaker hit a sacrifice fly in the third, putting the Tigers ahead 5-1.

Blue Jays 13, Indians 8

TORONTO—Kelly Gruber homered twice, doubled and drove in four runs in leading the Toronto Blue Jays past the Cleveland Indians.

Gruber, who had gone eight games without an extra-base hit, enjoyed the seventh two-homer game of his major league career. Devan White and Joe Carter, who extended his hitting streak to 16 games, also contributed two-run homers.

Albert Belle drove in four runs with his third homer and a single for a Cleveland, which trailed 13-4 after five innings.

A shaky Todd Stottlemyre (2-0) was the beneficiary of the Blue Jays' best offensive showing since they scored 13 runs in Cleveland last Sept. 7. He got his second win in as many starts, despite surrendering eight runs and 13 hits in six 2-3 innings. Dave Otto (1-2) was the loser.

Orioles 8, Royals 1

KANSAS CITY, Mo. — Mike Mussina pitched a six-hitter Saturday night. Mark McLemore went 4 for 5 and the Baltimore Orioles, off to their best start in 21 years, beat a Kansas City team off to its worst start ever.

The Orioles' seventh straight victory left them 10-3 for the first time since 1971.

Kansas City's seventh straight loss plunged the Royals to 1-14 worst in the major leagues. The loss left them 1-8 on their first homestand, the worst in the franchise's 24-year history.

Mussina (2-0) walked one and struck out four and had an 8-0 lead before the Royals scored on Gregg Jefferies' RBI single in the sixth. Mark Davis (0-2) gave up two runs before being lifted in the third.

Mariners 3, Twins 2

SEATTLE — Greg Briley's RBI single in the seventh inning broke a 2-2 tie and the Seattle Mariners beat the Minnesota Twins and Scott Erickson 3-2 Thursday.

Seattle trailed 2-1 when Jay Buhner led off the seventh with his first home run of the season off Erickson (0-2). Erickson walked Tim Mattaix and Jeff Schaefer sacrificed Mattaix to second.

After Erickson struck out pinch-hitter Dave Cochrane, Briley delivered his single to right field.

Erickson, a 20-game winner last year for the champion Twins, failed in his fourth bid of the season for his first victory. He gave up three runs on five hits in 2-3 innings.

Russ Swan (2-2) got the victory with relief from Jeff Nelson, who replaced him in the top of the eighth inning, and Mike Schaefer, who pitched the ninth. His fourth save. Swan gave up two runs on five hits, four for extra bases.

The Twins took a 1-0 lead in the first on Shane Mack's triple on the first pitch of the game and Chuck Knoblauch's infield out. They made it 2-0 in the fifth on Greg Gagne's double and Mack's single.

The Mariners made it 2-1 in the sixth.

Harold Reynolds walked and went to second on Ken Griffey Jr.'s single. Reynolds and Griffey then pulled off a double steal, and Reynolds came home on Kevin Mitchell's sacrifice fly.

Batter leads Phils past Cubs

CHICAGO (AP) — Kim Batiste hit his first major league home run and Tommy Greene allowed two hits over seven innings Thursday as the Philadelphia Phillies defeated the Chicago Cubs 6-2.

Greene (2-1) struck out six and walked five, allowing both runs in the first inning on three walks, an error and an infield out. The only hits he allowed were a single and a double against Shawon Dunston, a single in the second and a double in the seventh as the Cubs had three hits overall off Greene and Curt Schilling.

Frank Castillo (0-1) pitched 6 1-3 innings, giving up seven runs and six hits for the Cubs.

Expos 6, Pirates 3

WASHINGTON — Spike Owen drove home two runs as Montreal and Mark Gardner took advantage of five Pittsburgh errors to beat the Pirates 6-3 and end their nine-game winning streak.

Gardner (2-1) allowed seven hits over 8 1-3 innings to beat Zane Smith (3-4), who had his personal winning streak stopped. Gardner allowed all six runs, three of them earned in 5-1-3 innings.

John Weideland came on in the eighth and although had scored twice to post his third save...

Three errors allowed the Expos to score two runs in the first.

Marquis Grissom led off with a double to left, advanced to third when Cecil Eddy, doubling for Roseland (1-3), bobbled the ball.

Owen then hit a ball to third baseman Steve Buechle, who threw home and Jeff Coxfield bobbled the ball out of catcher Mike LaValliere's hands to score on the play.

Grissom was given an error, his first in 101 games.

Owen's double in two runs in the sixth in which the Expos knocked out Smith. Owen went to third on an in-field hit by Batiste and scored when shortstop Jay Bell played the ball into right field.
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Pfeffer, Macklin lead SMC Track to Elmhurst

By CHRIS BACON
Sports Writer

With the hype of the Summer Olympics and the question of who's the better athlete-Dan or Dave?-many are quickly beginning to follow track and field events. While the Saint Mary's track team may not have Dan or Dave on its squad this season, it does have two athletes who have trained together for the last four years and who are expected to soar at this weekend's season ending meet at Elmhusrt College.

Setting both personal bests and school records, Lynn Pfeffer and Sandi Macklin moved to the forefront this season, leading the young squad both on and off the track.

The two compete in the long jump, triple jump and javelin events. Despite the fact that they compete in the same events, they never looked at it as competing against each other, but as competing together as teammates for the school.

"There's no competition. We encourage each other to do our best. We know where each other's limits are," Macklin explained. "We just worked together for four years. It's fun. She's (Pfeffer) very encouraging. She tries to make you do your best. It's going to be hard to leave," said Macklin. "The encouragement goes beyond kind words. These two friends believe that better attitude than the last one and it makes for a pretty intriguing match." Pfeffer said. "She's been injured this year and still jumped past her personal records. When she's on, everyone's excited."

At the Wabash Polar Bear Meet, Pfeffer and Macklin teamed up for the long jump, triple jump and javelin relays. They broke all three records in the event, soaring for a combined jump of 33 feet, two inches in the long jump, and 65 feet, eight and-a-half inches in the triple jump. The two also combined for a throw of 181 feet, one inch in the javelin.

At the Saginaw Valley Invitational in February, Macklin broke Pfeffer's previous indoor long jump record, soaring 15 feet, five and-a-half inches. Relays coach Larry Szcechowski credits Macklin's hard work, both during the season and off-season, for the success she has had this year.

"It's hard to believe four years are over. When Sandi came in, she was just a long jumper and sprinter. She never did a triple jump or a javelin throw. She never improved without her (Macklin) there to help her make setting the school record. Lynn improved her long jump, achieving a personal best with a jump of 16 feet, one and-a-half inches.

As for tomorrow's meet at Elmhurst, both Pfeffer and Macklin are confident she can stretch that throw far enough to qualify for a spot in the national meet.

"We're going to give her every opportunity to do it," Szcechowski explained. "We've been working a lot on her approach speed and she's been throwing real well. I think she has a real shot at it."

In addition to the javelin record, Pfeffer set the school's outdoor triple jump record with a jump of 33 feet and eight inches. She improved her long jump, achieving a personal best with a jump of 16 feet, one and-a-half inches.

For tomorrow's meet at Elmhurst, both Pfeffer and Macklin are expected to go head-to-head against the competition. Both are confident that no matter who wins, they both will do well. They both do well because they both have trained together."

Over the years she's become dedicated to the program."

"I think I went into this season with a better attitude than the last one and it is paying off," added Macklin.

Before the Easter Break, Pfeffer accomplished her collegiate goal, setting the school record in the javelin, throwing for 123 feet and nine inches. With the throw, Pfeffer also set the Little States Invitational record and just missed Division III national provisional qualifications by 27 centimeters.

Looking to tomorrow's meet, Pfeffer and Szcechowski are confident she can stretch that throw far enough to qualify for a spot in the national meet.

"This is a match that I've been looking forward to for a long time," said Zurcher. "He's a tough player and I'm going to have to stay centered and focused throughout the match."

As far as the team goes, they too could have a difficult road ahead of them. The Hoosiers are 9-1 in the Big Ten and were ranked in the top 25 last season, but are falling out of last week's rankings. And as if it couldn't get any worse, the Irish will likely have to face a large, hostile crowd at Bloomington due to this weekend's Little 500.

"It's a big weekend there and there's going to be a big crowd," said Irish head coach Ron Keenan. "So they'll come out sky high with nothing to lose."

The Irish will likely try to neutralize the crowd with the play of the number-one ranked singles player in collegiate tennis, David DiLucia. From there, the Irish's superior depth will be relied upon to beat the Hoosiers.

Junior Chuck Coleman, who with DiLucia comprises the fourth-ranked doubles team in the nation, will play at three-singles, and Will Forsyth will compete at four-singles. For the remaining two spots, Bayliss will choose from the tandem of Chris Wojtalik, Tom North, or Ron Rosas.

"Those three are so close that it is a shame to have one of them sit out," said Bayliss.

Occupying the third doubles spot behind the DiLucia-Coleman and Zurcher-Forsyth teams will be North and fellow sophomore Ted Eckert. They have solidified their position with steady play and could continue their impressive string with another victory this weekend.

"This is a tough matchup," stated Bayliss. "They're going to come out firing away and we'll have to really be focused."

The athletic department maintains that money was not an issue. But this is merely an exercise in doublespeak. Since the program was looked down upon, and had $3 million to its name, there is no way to argue that money wasn't an issue.

Most importantly, the decision provides insight about Rosenthal's character. Why is this so alarming?

If Notre Dame is a family, how does this man fit into the family? Indeed, it seems as if he compiles and sell some of the family members into slavery if a profit could be made.

If justice is defined as "giving people their due," has Mr. Rosenthal fulfilled the demands of justice?

This is not to judge Mr. Rosenthal or condemn him. But in his tenure as athletic director, he has handled himself in a way that makes him seem unfit to live in a community based ostensibly on trust and Christian values.

Brutus and Cassius killed Caesar to preserve the Roman republic. The wrestling program was killed for $3 million. Which cause is the just cause? Is it, Dick?
Softball hosts Northeastern, Loyola

By JIM VOGL
Assistant Sports Editor

With such a busy schedule, rarely does the Notre Dame softball team get a week off. But after the rain-out at Butler on Monday, the Irish hope to get back into the swing of things, literally, as they face Northeastern Illinois today at 3:30 p.m. today and Loyola at 2 p.m. on Saturday.

DePaul shut out the Irish (23-19) in both games at Notre Dame last Friday, 2-0 and 1-0, squandering fine pitching performances by Carrie Miller and Staci Alford. Ronny Alvarez (.200) and Carrie Miller (.212), usually big contributors, are struggling, while freshman Sara Hayes (.323) and senior Ruth Kmak (.296) have been consistent with the stick this season.

Northeastern Illinois could be the cure for the ailing Irish bats. The Golden Eagles begin their second year at level MCC in hitting with a .266 average. Loyola is second in the conference in K's with 11 RBI and seven doubles. The Irish boasted six: senior Carrie Miller (.348) and Jill Zuhlke (.348) and juniors Ronny Alvarez (Psychology), Casey McMurray (History), Lisa Miller (Economics), juniors Ronny Alvarez (Psychology), Casey McMurray (History), Lisa Miller (Marketing), Sheri Quinn (COTJH) and sophomore Amy Reuter(Aerospace Engineering).

The Irish softball team relies on co-captain Ruth Kmak's consistent bat. They'll need it this weekend against Northeastern Illinois and Loyola.

The competition will not be quite as stiff as in earlier meets or the Drake Relays also being held this weekend, which may make it easier for the women to do well.

"We can be competitive," Stovall assured. Leading the Irish will be juniors Lisa Gorski and Karen Harris, both of whom posted season highs at last year's Ball State Relays. In addition, Gorski is coming off a personal record showing in the 1500 meters, which she attained at last week's Kansas Relays.

"Practices have been great all year, but the meets have been a different story," commented Stovall. Hopefully they can turn that around.

The Statistics for the report to the ND community from the Honor Code Committee which appeared on Wednesday, April 22, were misprinted. The correct statistics appear below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Committee</th>
<th>Number of Violations Determined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Arts &amp; Letters</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Bus. Ad.</td>
<td>21 involving 39 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Engineering</td>
<td>10 involving 23 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Science</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A confident Darby leads SMC tennis

BY CHRIS BACON
Sports Writer

Darby is the key to the Lady Saints' record this season. In her career at Sturgis High School in Sturgis, Michigan, Darby was honored Most Valuable Player in her sophomore year, Twin Valley Conference Champion all four years and Regional Champions three years. Finally in her senior year, as the team's number three singles player, she helped lead her team to a second-place finish in the state tournament, and won runner-up in the state's tournament. One influence has been her sister, former Belles coach Shelly Schultz. As she explained, her admiration for her older sister inspired her to be a better player.

“My sister, who is eight and a half years older than I, was a great player in high school and also played one year at Saint Mary’s. I grew up watching my sister play. I always wanted to be just like my big sister.”

In an individualized sport like tennis, teamwork is often overlooked. However, in Darby’s mind, the team always comes first. Shy of the attention she has received this season, Darby gives credit for her success to her teammates, especially the upperclassmen.

“I have gotten immeasurable amounts of support from my teammates which has helped me to build confidence in my playing,” Darby said. “The upperclassmen have been fantastic role models, I have great respect for these individuals and the leadership they have provided for the team.”

Darby continued to say that while she is happy for the success she has had this season, she is happier that the success has benefited the team.

“I think she’s such a contributing factor to the team, she’s a total team player. She goes out there for Saint Mary’s College. And that’s a real compliment to her because tennis is such an individual sport. Her goal is to win her singles and doubles, match so her team can win,” added Nester.

Darby has also found success with doubles partner Shannon McGinn. The complimentary combination of McGinn’s height and strength and at the net and Darby’s depth makes them an invincible force on the court. As Nester explained, the two work well together.

“It’s a very symbiotic relationship. They feed off of each other’s strengths and weaknesses. Shayna does a nice job at keeping the ball deep. Shannon’s size advantage helps a lot at the net, and she’s a steady player. Tomorrow the Belles take on Wheaton College in their last home game of the season. Last year the Belles beat Wheaton 5-4.”

Women’s bookstore hit by storm; Rattle and Hummus, Look.. and Exqueeze me advance

By SAMANTHA SPENCER
Sports Writer

Two storms hit Lyons’ basketball courts last night.

The first was the torrent of rain that decided to make its rounds minutes before 4:30, drenching the court and everything in the general area in the process.

The second arrived at 4:30, lasting for the next three hours, as the women’s bookstore quarterfinal teams denied their weather conditions with an evening of good solid basketball.

Powering towards the championship in an elite and highly competitive field, Rattle and Hummus, Look But Don’t Touch, and Exqueeze Me: You Think We’re Losers? posted victories yesterday, clinching spots in the women’s bookstore final.

The championship will be held tomorrow at Stephen, as Rattle and Hummus takes on Exqueeze Me at 10 a.m., followed by Look But Don’t Touch versus the winner of CJ’s Pub and Bing My Belle I at 11 a.m.

The championship game is this Sunday.

The fourth semifinal spot will be determined today at Lyons’ at 5:30 with the victor of CJ’s Pub versus Bing My Belle I, both predominantly Saint Mary’s teams.

Rattle and Hummus over

Store Your Stuff! (for the summer)

Happy 21st Birthday, Cowboy

Just Remember When to Say "WHOAA"

Some people think the Honor Code doesn’t work at ND. Some people are no longer at ND. Read the Code. Understand it. Know it.

We’ll Lose?! over Pigs, 21-8

"Everybody scored, they left us open," said standout Sara Liebscher of Exqueeze’s win, the biggest sweep of the evening.

"That’s the strength of our team, you have to guard everybody." Exqueeze exemplified team play, individual ability, and ball control as they took Pigs 21-8. Women’s basketball assistant coach Sandy Botham was dead-on in her 10-of-15 shooting, including seven, while Liebscher made four of her own while dominating the boards with 14.

Said Liebscher, "We had both inside and outside; everything kind of clicked."
ND takes on MCC opponent Butler

By JENNY MARTEN
Associate Sports Editor

So far this year Midwestern Collegiate Conference baseball teams have no match for the 19th-ranked Notre Dame baseball team.

Last weekend, the Irish (24-11) swept the Butler Bulldogs in four straight games and they will have a chance to pull off a similar feat this weekend when the team travels to Xavier (14-28) for a four-game series.

Currently, the Irish are undefeated in conference play with eight wins while Xavier is 4-6. Last year, Notre Dame swept the series with three victories.

But Notre Dame coach Pat Murphy is not counting his chickens before they're hatched.

"We have always dominated the MCC in regular season play," said Murphy. "But this series (is) their season. I would be very surprised if we walk out with four wins."

Xavier has been abused recently, losing four out of five games last week. The Musketeers lost to Cincinnati, 17-4, and Eastern Kentucky, 10-4 on the road, but returned home to snatch one from the Beavers, 5-4. Over the weekend, Xavier ran into trouble against MCC foe Evansville, losing a doubleheader 6-2 and 12-1.

The Musketeers come into the game sporting the second-best batting average in the MCC with .274. The Irish are third at .268. Xavier has the worst team earned run average in the MCC (17.17) while the Irish are on top in the category (3.33).

"The Irish come into the game feeling the effects of their rigorous schedule. Senior Craig Counsell, sophomore Greg Leyson, and junior Dan Bautch all have banged up and will be hobbling if they play this weekend."

"We have faced adversity real well," said Murphy. "We played well over the weekend and against Indiana State."

The Irish will have to continue to play well to defeat the Musketeers this weekend. Leading Xavier at the plate are sophomore outfielder Keith Deichert (.338, 12 RBI, 6 HR), junior catcher John Dressman (.341, 27 RBI), and junior outfielder Matt Novak (.302, 22 RBI, 6 HR). But the Irish are also starting to produce at the plate.

"We are starting to hit the ball," said Murphy. "Failla is hitting the ball real well and DeSantis is doing well off the bench."

The Irish and the Musketeers meet for a doubleheader on Saturday and another on Sunday.

Macri's Pizza & Italian Restaurant
Pizza-Pasta Sandwiches-Stuffed Pizza Pies
NOW OPEN
271-2055
OPEN TUES-SUN
11AM-10PM
20% off pizza with this ad.

Why could this person be so happy?
A) She found out that ND is letting her go here for free.
B) She just got back from an exotic vacation with all the Chippendale
C) She actually knows where she's living next year
D) She just turned the big 21 on Sunday

HAPPY BELATED BAR-DAY NANCY!
(YOU CAN USE YOUR REAL ID NOW BA-BEE) Lou, Your Roomies & Puffy Cat

CELEBRATE IN STYLE!

Overviewing the playing field at Covelaski Regional Stadium, the UPPER DECK is the perfect place to celebrate your graduation.

PLAN A PARTY:
- WITH YOUR FRIENDS
- FOR YOUR FRIENDS
- WITH YOUR FAMILY

Group sizes: 25-200
Parties available during South Bend White Sox games and Notre Dame games.

CALL TODAY!
284-9988
THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

MAN BEING ARRESTED FOR VIOLATING THE CONSERVATION OF MASS LAW

SPIN

JOHN MONKS

"Whoa! Watch where that thing lands — we’ll probably need it."

MAN BEING ARRESTED FOR VIOLATING THE CONSERVATION OF MASS LAW

Today

Friday, April 24, 1992

SPELUNKER

CALVIN AND HOBBES

THE FAR SIDE

GARY LARSON

MENU

NOTRE DAME

Marinated Flank Steak

Chili Crippton

Turkey Pot Pie

Saint Mary’s

Pench Filet

Deli Bar

Turkey Cutlets

California Quiche

CAMPAIGN

FRIDAY

7:30 p.m. and 9:45 p.m. Film: “Paris is Burning” Annenberg Auditorium.

8 p.m. Elan NDSMC Student Dance Company: Morena Little Theatre.

8:10 p.m. Junior Class Play: “One O’Clock From the House.” Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

SATURDAY

8:10 p.m. “One O’Clock From the House.” Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

MONDAY

12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. Multimedia Presentation. “War, Peace, and the Arts.” Dick Binger, English and Scandinavian Studies Professor at University of Wisconsin-Madison. Hesburgh Center Auditorium.

LEETURES


SATURDAY


NEO-GEO Campus Challenge

April 24, at Theodores 11am to 5pm

The Quest for the Crown

April 24-25

Golf Tournament, Tricycle Race, Tug of War

ReCeSa

April 24, at Stepian Center 9pm to 12 am

Root Beer Chugging, Finger Painting, Pie Eating

HOGSTOCK

April 25, at Stepian Field 11am to 2pm

Mud Pits, Picnic, Campus Bands

April 21-26

THE TIME HAS COME

STUDENT UNION BOARD

© Edward Julius Collegen CW83-9
Is Rosenthal's character suitable for Notre Dame?

Forget the idea of March. If you’re an Irish athlete or coach, the idea of April are far more deadly.

Just a year ago, former Coach Phillips "resigned" after two decades as Notre Dame’s head basketball coach. Why? The athletic department, and its director, was concerned with the level of fan support and the performance of the basketball team.

This year, Irish Athletic Director Dick (the prefers to be called that) Rosenthal did his best Brutus and Cassius routine in assassinating the wrestling program.

The wrestling program does not "accurately represent...the interest of the student body," and is the only varsity sport that lacks an intramural counterpart. Moreover, if we are to believe the athletic department and its propaganda machine, was no way to go.

Yeah, right. And money is not an issue in insurance fraud.

The details of the disintegration of the wrestling program are not as important as the character of its architect, Mr. Rosenthal.

The ancient Greeks had a keen sense of justice. There was a right way to do wrong. Yet Mr. Rosenthal has never been one to question the old adage that "a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush." And what constitutes the right way to do wrong if not the new head coach at Notre Dame has been marred by fiscal happenings.

Three such happenings stand out in particular: the BNC deal, the removal of Reilly, and the execution of the wrestling program.

Perhaps the most notable of these—and the one for which he and Father E. Williams will have to suffer the greatest amount of national scrutiny—was the signing of the notorious NBC contract.

Perhaps "at least objectionable of these—at least in some circles—was the removal of Reilly from his post as Irish Athletic Director.

Yet for several reasons, the most alarming of these is by far the wrestling decision.

The timing of the decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department. The timing of this decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department. The decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department. The decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department.

Despite the heavy rain, Bookstore XI advanced rather handily, defeating Easily turned athletic director, his career at Notre Dame's head basketball coach. His name is by far the wrestling decision.

The game was close from the outset. Once the rain began, the game became sloppy. The two teams had trouble dribbling and cutting because of the slippery conditions on the court. In the end, DuBoise was able to lead the team (7 pt, 7 rbd) to a 13-1 victory.

"I think we played terribly," said DuBoise. "I just hope we play tougher against Toulia tomorrow."

Ebeny Side of the Dome, sponsored by Black Alumni of Notre Dame (BAND), was involved in a tight game as well. Ebeny was able to balance the scoring and come out with a 21-16 win over Crime Dogs. For Ebeny, LaRon Moore, and Jeremy Blanton scored five apiece. Martin Somerville chipped in four and Owen Smith chipped in two. It was a rough game," commented Somerville. "It was hard because we relied on our defense and the weather affected our play."

"However, it was good," added Somerville, "because we were able to work on a set offense. In the future we will be able to use this practice to our advantage."

Another close game involved third-seeded The Gauchos. They added Irish basketball player Keith Tower to their line-up and got five from him in a win over the Fighting Kernals who were paced by Russ Allogrette’s nine points. The Gauchos continue to be led by Rob Vazquez who scored six while Mike Toner added five. Dave Bose and Pete Dituniovianni chipped in three and two respectively to round out the scoring for The Gauchos.

The final close one was between Bridge’s and All the President Men. What was left to 11-6 halfflimes lead only to see the lead dwindle to two. Bridge’s 11-10 victory was enough to give them the 9 points and Ed Larkin’s eighth in the end. It was the youngster Bridge’s team that led the way to eliminate Monk’s team from the tournament.

It was a good game," said Donahue. "I was so excited to guard Monk that I called my family last night..." see BOOKpage18

Sport,Irish lacrosse team needs two wins to get NCAA bid

By GEORGE DOHRMANN Sports Writer

The Notre Dame lacrosse team takes the first of two steps towards an NCAA bid when it faces Ohio State Saturday at Moone Kranes Stadium.

The Irish will must win their final two games against the Buckeyes and then Michigan State on May 1 to capture the West Regional bid which carries a twelfth seed.

The first of those games places the Irish against the speedy Buckeyes. David Blue leads the team with 37 points highlighted by 25 goals, and combines with Brian Williams, Jerry Nigos, and Tom Holzer to give the Buckeyes four players with over thirty points.

Goalkeeper Russ Salk has started every game for Ohio State between the pipes. His .615 save percentage is respectable, and his 8-3 record as a starter is impressive.

Of the three losses suffered by the Buckeyes, one came at the hands of Ohio-Wesleyan, a team the Irish trounced 11-5. The Buckeyes could never get started offensively against Notre Dame, managing only 28 shots. The Buckeyes lagged on the offensive end against Ohio-Wesleyan, hitting only right shots to the Bishops ten.

One thing missing from Notre Dame since its meeting with Ohio-Wesleyan is senior captain Chris Nelson. The midfielder was missing from the lineup due to an ejection he received in Monday’s match-up with Denver.

"Chris is not only a captain, but the inspirational leader as far as us middies are concerned," said fellow midfielder Willie Sutton.

The loss of Nelson hurts not only considering the Buckeyes rely on their speed and transition to victimize opponents. The Irish will need strong stick handling and consistent play from the midfield to help against Buckeyes pressure attack.

"They Ohio State is going to run and force the issue to create some transition," added Sutton. "Losing Chris hurts, but we are confident that some of the young guys can step up and fill the void."" see AD/page23

The Observer/Jake Peters

Sports

Favorities win in bookstore's wet Sweet 16

By MARK MCGRATH Sports Writer

Despite the heavy rain, Bookstore XI advanced rather handily, defeating Easily turned athletic director, his career at Notre Dame has been marred by fiscal happenings.

Three such happenings stand out in particular: the BNC deal, the removal of Reilly, and the execution of the wrestling program.

Perhaps the most notable of these—and the one for which he and Father E. Williams will have to suffer the greatest amount of national scrutiny—was the signing of the notorious NBC contract.

Perhaps "at least objectionable of these—at least in some circles—was the removal of Reilly from his post as Irish Athletic Director.

Yet for several reasons, the most alarming of these is by far the wrestling decision.

The timing of the decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department. The timing of this decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department. The decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department. The decision was extraneous to the choices that were made by the athletic department.

Despite the heavy rain, Bookstore XI advanced rather handily, defeating Easily turned athletic director, his career at Notre Dame's head basketball coach. His name is by far the wrestling decision.

The game was close from the outset. Once the rain began, the game became sloppy. The two teams had trouble dribbling and cutting because of the slippery conditions on the court. In the end, DuBoise was able to lead the team (7 pt, 7 rbd) to a 13-1 victory.

"I think we played terribly," said DuBoise. "I just hope we play tougher against Toulia tomorrow."

Ebeny Side of the Dome, sponsored by Black Alumni of Notre Dame (BAND), was involved in a tight game as well. Ebeny was able to balance the scoring and come out with a 21-16 win over Crime Dogs. For Ebeny, LaRon Moore, and Jeremy Blanton scored five apiece. Martin Somerville chipped in four and Owen Smith chipped in two. It was a rough game," commented Somerville. "It was hard because we relied on our defense and the weather affected our play."

"However, it was good," added Somerville, "because we were able to work on a set offense. In the future we will be able to use this practice to our advantage."

Another close game involved third-seeded The Gauchos. They added Irish basketball player Keith Tower to their line-up and got five from him in a win over the Fighting Kernals who were paced by Russ Allogrette’s nine points. The Gauchos continue to be led by Rob Vazquez who scored six while Mike Toner added five. Dave Bose and Pete Dituniovianni chipped in three and two respectively to round out the scoring for The Gauchos.

The final close one was between Bridge’s and All the President Men. What was left to 11-6 halfflimes lead only to see the lead dwindle to two. Bridge’s 11-10 victory was enough to give them the 9 points and Ed Larkin’s eighth in the end. It was the youngster Bridge’s team that led the way to eliminate Monk’s team from the tournament.

It was a good game," said Donahue. "I was so excited to guard Monk that I called my family last night..." see BOOKpage18

Zurcher, Irish close season at Bloomington

By JONATHAN JENSEN Sports Writer

Andy Zurcher has never been one to step down from a challenge. At Ponderosa High School in Denver, he must do one or two, instead of three, for the average person who is in the middle of a high school season, two weeks ago, Chris Deck. But he has also had to overcome a nagging knee injury over the past week. Add to that... see TENNISpage23

INSIDE SPORTS

Baseball takes on Butler see page 26

Softball looks to aroise bats see page 24

SMC tennis see page 25

Daugherty's 40 leads Cavs see page 20

Casey Hara's 40 leads Cavs see page 20

Junior Ron Rosas and the rest of the Irish tennis squad invade Bloomington this weekend to take on the Hoosiers. It will be Notre Dame's last regular season contest.